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MK wrote this chapter as an introduction to the thesis.
Chapter 2
Section 2.3 is based on part 4.1 of my publication [1] but has been extended
to cover Hamiltonian simulation techniques in more detail. The rest of the
chapter was written by MK solely for this thesis.
• MK wrote the majority of Chapter 4 of [1] with inputs and revisions
from other authors, in particular Peter Johnson, Yudong Cao and Ian
Kivlichan.
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 is based on [2]. This chapter was edited and Sections 3.1 and 3.5
added for completeness.
The project was proposed by Dominic Berry and Ryan Babbush.
• MK contributed to the antisymmetrization procedure in [2] with ideas
and writing.
• MK designed the parallelized quantum comparator with inputs from
Artur Scherer, Dominic Berry and Craig Gidney.
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 is based on the publication [3]. This chapter was edited, and
Fig. 4.1 added for clarity.
The project was proposed by Dominic Berry.
• MK contributed to all parts of the project.




Chapter 5 is based on [4]. This chapter was extensively edited, updated
for new developments, and an introduction to Boltzmann machines was
added. We also added multiple figures for clarity.
The project was proposed by Nathan Wiebe.
• MK contributed with ideas for defining a quantum training set.
• MK contributed to the development of POVM and relative entropy
training.
• MK performed the simulations in Sections 5.6.3 and 5.6.4 and the
comparison between Golden-Thompson and relative entropy training
in 5.6.5.
• MK proved Theorem 8.
• MK contributed to the writing of the paper.
Chapter 7
MK wrote this chapter as a conclusion for this thesis.
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Quantum computers have the potential to push the limits of computation
in areas such as quantum chemistry, cryptography, optimization, and ma-
chine learning. Even though many quantum algorithms show asymptotic
improvement compared to classical ones, the overhead of running quan-
tum computers limits when quantum computing becomes useful. Thus, by
optimizing components of quantum algorithms, we can bring the regime
of quantum advantage closer. My work focuses on developing efficient
subroutines for quantum computation. I focus specifically on algorithms
for scalable, fault-tolerant quantum computers. While it is possible that
even noisy quantum computers can outperform classical ones for specific
tasks, high-depth and therefore fault-tolerance is likely required for most
applications. In this thesis, I introduce three sets of techniques that can be
used by themselves or as subroutines in other algorithms.
The first components are coherent versions of classical sort and shuffle.
We require that a quantum shuffle prepares a uniform superposition over
all permutations of a sequence. The quantum sort is used within the shuffle
and as well as in the next algorithm in this thesis. The quantum shuffle is
an essential part of state preparation for quantum chemistry computation
in first quantization.
Second, I review the progress of Hamiltonian simulations and give a
new algorithm for simulating time-dependent Hamiltonians. This algo-
rithm scales polylogarithmic in the inverse error, and the query complexity
does not depend on the derivatives of the Hamiltonian. A time-dependent
Hamiltonian simulation was recently used for interaction picture simula-
tion with applications to quantum chemistry.
Next, I present a fully quantum Boltzmann machine. I show that our
algorithm can train on quantum data and learn a classical description of
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quantum states. This type of machine learning can be used for tomography,
Hamiltonian learning, and approximate quantum cloning.
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“At the end of a miserable day, instead of grieving my virtual nothing, I can
always look at my loaded wastepaper basket and tell myself that if I failed, at least I
took a few trees down with me.”




“I don’t know what I think until I write it down.”
Joan Didion
The promise of quantum algorithms is a major force driving the devel-
opment of quantum technologies. The beginning of quantum algorithms
can be traced back to Feynman [6], who suggested that quantum systems
could be used for solving difficult problems. The model of computing using
quantum systems was first formulated by David Deutsch and is known as
the quantum Turing machine [7]. Soon after, Deutsch and Jozsa [8] formu-
lated a problem that can be provably solved faster on a quantum computer
than a classical one, Černy showed that quantum systems can be used for
solving NP-complete problems [9] (albeit using an exponential amount of
energy) and Bernstein and Vazirani [10], and Simon [11] developed their
algorithms for oracular problems.
Three of the major results in the early years of quantum algorithms
were Shor’s algorithm [12] for factoring, Lloyd’s algorithm for simulating
quantum systems [13] and Grover’s search algorithm [14]. Over the years,
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quantum algorithms research expanded and developed subfields such
as quantum walks [15–27], Hamiltonian simulation [28, 29, 29–37], and
adiabatic quantum computation [28, 38–44]. The applications of quantum
computing grew as well. Today, there are quantum algorithms for problems
ranging from number theory [12, 45, 46] through simulation of quantum
field theories [47–49] to neural networks [50–53].
In the subsequent years, quantum algorithms became increasingly more
sophisticated. Nowadays, quantum algorithms often employ multiple sub-
routines such as Hamiltonian simulation, coherent simulation of classical
computation or state preparation.
In this thesis, we propose algorithmic techniques that can be used
by themselves or as procedures in more complex algorithms. We focus
our effort on algorithms for gate-based quantum computers. All of the
techniques are also approximate, meaning that they are guaranteed to
produce an output within an error ε from the actual solution. Whenever
possible, we quantify their resource requirements in terms of the size of the
input and this error.
At the time of the writing of this thesis, there were no known devices
capable of implementing the proposed algorithms. The current devices
are quite limited in the size of computation, but the number of available
qubits keeps increasing while the noise levels become lower and lower. The
holy grail of hardware development is decreasing the noise on a sufficient
number of qubits below the threshold where the errors can be efficiently
corrected. We call these devices fault-tolerant, and we devised algorithms
for them.
1.1 Quantum Computing Hardware in 2019
Today, we are arguably seeing the dawn of quantum computers. According
to John Preskill’s speech from December 2017, we are just entering the
era of Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices [54]. This era is
characterized by access to chips with 50-100 noisy qubits that run hybrid
algorithms such as the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [55] or
quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [56]. The devices
in this era are not fault-tolerant and every component of computation
2
(a) Google [58] (b) Rigetti [59] (c) Sandia [60]
(d) IBM [61] (e) Intel [62] (f) Bristol/Guangzhou [63]
Figure 1.1: Several NISQ chips in 2019. Many other devices are being
developed by academic groups around the world.
introduces errors. These errors come from state initialization, single and
multiple qubit gates, measurement as well as the decoherence in the entire
system. At the time of the writing, the number of two-qubit gates that can
be implemented without a significant loss in accuracy appears to be the
main bottleneck for implementation of algorithms.
Currently, there are several proposals for the physical architecture of a
quantum computer, each with their respective advantages and drawbacks.
For example, the highest number of qubits connected by gates tends to be
achieved for superconducting qubits, but ion-trap based computers consis-
tently show higher gate precision. Other measures include the connectivity
(when a gate can be applied on a pair of qubits), the ability to initialize
qubits and keep them stable, the measurement precision and scalability.
All the theoretical requirements for building a scalable universal quantum
computer are summarized by DiVincenzo’s criteria [57].
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On the superconducting front, companies such as Google [58], IBM [64],
Intel [62] and Rigetti [65] are developing (or already developed) NISQ chips.
We also see the renaissance of ion trap based computers with commercial
efforts of ION-Q [66] and Honeywell [67]. Other architectures include pho-
tonics, nuclear spins and NMR, analog quantum simulators and annealers
such as the D-Wave machines.
It is not clear which hardware architecture is the most suitable for build-
ing a quantum computer. It is also possible that future quantum computers
will consist of multiple types of quantum systems linked together. At this
point, a quantum algorithm theorist such as myself can only speculate. For
this reason, we focus on the development of hardware agnostic algorithms.
1.2 Quantum Computing Software in 2019
The capability of NISQ devices is in stark contrast with the requirements of
most quantum algorithms. The quantum computing community works on
closing this gap from both sides – increasing the power of quantum devices
and decreasing the requirements of quantum algorithms.
The decline in the resource requirements of quantum algorithms has
been due to the developments in error correction, circuit synthesis, and
quantum algorithms. As a consequence, the expected number of (physical)
qubits required to break 2048-bit RSA was reduced from 1000 million in
2012 [68] to 20 million while decreasing the overall computational time to
under 8 hours [69].
In this thesis, we focus on algorithmic improvements. One of the practi-
cal applications we consider is the electronic structure problem in quantum
chemistry. The goal is to efficiently estimate the ground state energy of a
given fermionic Hamiltonian given a description of the Hamiltonian and a
good initial guess of the ground state (from an experiment or a mean-field
computation). The problem stated this way has long been known to be
polynomially solvable on a quantum computer but it took over a decade of
research to decrease the powers of the polynomial [37, 70–74].
Code breaking (for example, factorization for breaking the RSA cryp-
tosystem [75]) and quantum chemistry are two of the areas that can be
revolutionized by quantum computing. We also expect improvements in
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machine learning and optimization. All of the techniques in this thesis
can be used in one or more of these areas. We now proceed to give their
overview.
1.3 Overview
During my PhD I co-authored the following publications.
• Sadegh Raeisi, Mária Kieferová, and Michele Mosca. Novel Tech-
nique for Robust Optimal Algorithmic Cooling. Physical Review Letters,
2019 [76].
• Mária Kieferová, Artur Scherer, and Dominic W Berry. Simulating the
dynamics of time-dependent Hamiltonians with a truncated Dyson series.
Physical Review A, 2019 [3]
• Yudong Cao, Jonathan Romero, Jonathan P Olson, Matthias Degroote,
Peter D Johnson, Mária Kieferová, Ian D Kivlichan, Tim Menke, Borja
Peropadre, Nicolas PD Sawaya, Sukin Sim, Libor Veis, and Alán
Aspuru-Guzik. Quantum chemistry in the age of quantum computing.
Chemical Reviews, 2018. [1].
• Dominic W Berry, Mária Kieferová, Artur Scherer, Yuval R Sanders,
Guang Hao Low, Nathan Wiebe, Craig Gidney, and Ryan Babbush.
Improved techniques for preparing eigenstates of fermionic Hamiltonian.
npj Quantum Information, 2018 [2].
• Mária Kieferová and Nathan Wiebe. Tomography and generative training
with quantum Boltzmann machines. Physical Review A, 2017 [4].
• Mária Kieferová and Nathan Wiebe. On the power of coherently con-
trolled quantum adiabatic evolutions. New Journal of Physics, 2014 [77]
Publications [2–4] constitute the research results presented this thesis.
Publication [1] is a review of contemporary quantum computing techniques
for quantum chemistry. Publication [77] came from my Master’s thesis and
I finished it during the first months of my PhD. Publication [76] was an early
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project unrelated to my other research and has been recently published in
Physical Review Letters.
This thesis is organized as follows. First, we review the existing algo-
rithmic techniques in Chapter 2. Specifically, we review preliminaries in
Section 2.1, give a brief overview of commonly used components of quan-
tum algorithms in Section 2.2 and summarize the progress in Hamiltonian
simulation in Section 2.3.
The original research from my PhD is the content of Chapters 3 – 5.
Chapter 3 gives coherent versions of sorting and shuffling algorithms,
including detailed circuits for their implementation. We also show that an
inverse sort can be used as a shuffle. We then use the coherent shuffle for
preparation of a completely antisymmetric state in quantum chemistry.
Chapter 4 focuses on the simulation of time-dependent Hamiltonians.
Such Hamiltonians arise whenever time-dependent fields or moving nuclei
are involved, in simulations in the interaction picture and for digitally
simulating adiabatic evolution.
In Chapter 5 we introduce a quantum algorithm that can learn directly
from quantum data. We generalize the concept of a training set into a quan-
tum context and show how to represent classical data in this framework.
At the same time, our machine learning algorithm gives a new approach to
tomography. For readers unfamiliar with machine learning techniques we
included a brief introduction in Appendix A.
I conclude this thesis by reviewing the results and presenting a list of
open questions.
1.4 Notation
We now briefly review the notation used in this thesis:
• All logarithms are base 2 unless specified otherwise.
• We use the big-O notation to specify asymptotic upper bounds andΩ
stands for asymptotic lower bounds.
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• As is customary in quantum computing, the symbol H can stand both
for the Hadamard gate, in the context of quantum circuits, and a
Hamiltonian, if talking about the evolution of quantum systems. The
correct meaning of H should be clear from the context.
• We occasionally refer to complexity classes such asNP or BQP. The





“I love my computer and its software;
I hug it often though it won’t care.
I love each program and every file,
I’d love them more if they worked a while.”
Dr. Seuss, The Lost Dr. Seuss Poem
In this chapter, I review the preliminaries and landmark results used in
the rest of the thesis. I start by introducing the circuit model, the notion of
complexity and fault-tolerance. Next, I review techniques used in my work
including quantum simulation of classical computation, phase estimation,
and amplitude amplification. The last section focuses on the development
of Hamiltonian simulation that is heavily featured in my work. This re-
view serves as a background for algorithms in Chapters 3-5 and is not
intended for a quantum computing novice. For a pedagogical introduction
to quantum computing and quantum algorithm please see [79–81] or refer
to quantum algorithm reviews [82–85].
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2.1 Preliminaries
2.1.1 Quantum Gates and the Circuit Model
The first concept we need to introduce is a quantum bit, qubit. A classical
bit can be either in state 0 or 1. A qubit can be in any superposition of these
states.
Qubit states are typically expressed either as vectors or in Dirac notation.











for state 1 in Dirac and vector notation respectively. These states
form the computational basis on a 2-dimensional Hilbert space.
A general qubit state can be expressed as a linear combination α |0〉+
β |1〉 where α,β are complex numbers and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. In the vector







With two bits, the potential computational states are 00, 01, 10 and 11.
The state on two qubits can be expressed as α |00〉+β |01〉+ γ |10〉+ δ |11〉
for arbitrary α,β,γ and δ that satisfy the normalization condition |α|2 +
|β|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1. A state on n qubits is a superposition over 2n basis
states.
Operations on qubits can be expressed using quantum circuits, de-
scribed through diagrams as in Fig. 2.1. Quantum circuits show how a
potentially complicated operation can be broken down into elementary
components, analogously to logic circuits. The components of quantum
circuits are simple unitary operations called gates and measurements.
One has a lot of freedom to pick a set of gates used in an algorithm.
The choice of gates is often informed by the physical architecture (i.e.,
superconducting qubits vs. trapped ions) and error-correcting code. A





Figure 2.1: A quantum circuit consists of wires (qubits, represented as
horizontal lines) and gates (unitary operations, represented as boxes). The
circuit represents a sequence of operations with time going from left to right.
Some of the gates can be controlled which means that they are executed
only if the control bit is in a given state. We use a black full circle to indicate
that an operation is applied only if the control qubit is |1〉 and we use an
empty circle for |0〉. The operation can act in superposition, i.e. if the control
qubit is in state α |0〉+β |1〉, the (full circle) controlled unitary U will act on
the target state |ψ〉 as (α |0〉+β |1〉) |ψ〉 → α |0〉 |ψ〉+β |1〉U |ψ〉. The space
cost of this circuit is 8, the time cost is 17, and the depth is 7, see definitions
below.
A universal set of gates [86, 87] is a finite set of gates such that any
finite-dimensional unitary operation can be implemented as a circuit con-
sisting only of gates from this set. One such set is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
According to the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [88], any two universal sets of
gates can simulate each other with at most polylogarithmic overhead. For
convenience, we often add Pauli matrices, phase gate (denoted S and equal
to T2, see Fig. 2.2) and multiply-controlled-NOTs into our available gate
set. Synthesizing quantum operations into elementary gates is an active
area of research [86, 89] with immense implications for near-term quantum
devices.
Quantum computation often requires the use of additional qubits known
as ancillae. They play the same role as a working memory in classical com-
puting; many calculations can be more efficient if there is more space




















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


(c) Controlled Pauli X,
also known as controlled
not or CNOT
Figure 2.2: A universal set of gates consisting of Hadamard, T gate and
a C-NOT. This set of gates is arguably the most common in theoretical
quantum computing.
Quantum states are converted into classical information through a mea-
surement. In principle, it is always possible to delegate measurements to
the end of the circuit. However, it is often advantageous in practice to
measure as soon as possible [90, 91].
2.1.2 Complexity
We calculate the cost of computation in terms of the required resources as
a function of the length of the input and other relevant parameters (for
example, the required precision of computation ε). As such, complexity
shows how the “difficulty” of the computation scales when the input
grows. The space complexity refers to the number of qubits, while the time
complexity (often referred to only as the complexity) gives the number
of gates. Often, multiple gates can be executed in parallel. The depth of
the circuit then refers to the number of rounds or layers when gates were
applied (see Fig. 2.1).
The number of required gates can differ based on the gate set one works
with. However, a consequence of the Solovay-Kitaev theorem is that this
difference is at most O (logc (1/ε)) for c > 1. In practice, not all gates are
created equal. On near-term noisy devices (with no error correction) [54],
two-qubit gates are the most common bottleneck. One may thus wish to
minimize the number of two-qubit gates instead of gates in general. For
fault-tolerant computation based on the surface code [92], gates such as
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T or Toffoli are several hundred times more expensive than Hadamard,
Paulis, CNOT and other gates from Clifford group [93, 94].
Apart from gates, it is possible to include oracles (sometimes also called
black boxes) in computation. An oracle is an abstract operation that can
perform a given computation in a unit of time. We refer to the number of
queries to the oracle as the query complexity. There are several reasons
why one wants to include oracles in an algorithm. An oracle can repre-
sent a separate computational primitive whose implementation can vary.
For example of such oracles are common in Hamiltonian simulation; see
Subsection 2.3.1. An oracle can be given as a part of the definition of the
problem. In this case, one can have oracular access to a function, and our
goal is to determine some properties of this function as in Deutsch-Joza [8]
or Simon’s [11] algorithms. Finally, oracles are often used in the theory
of computational complexity to quantify the difficulty of tasks. One can
construct a hierarchy of computational difficulty with respect to more and
more powerful oracles [95].
2.1.3 Error Correction and the Threshold Theorem
In the real world, neither the qubits nor the operations on them will be
implemented perfectly. There are a plethora of complications that come
into engineering quantum devices, starting from the difficulty of fabrication
through creating a well-isolated environment to the limited life of the qubits.
Besides, all operations are imprecise, and the qubit-qubit interactions are
the obvious bottleneck for most implementations. These errors accumulate
throughout a computation, making a straightforward implementation of
an algorithm fail even for modestly sized circuits.
Fortunately for us, if the errors are below a given threshold, it is possible
to correct for them faster than they occur. The above statement is made
rigorous in the quantum threshold theorem [96].
Theorem 1 (Quantum threshold theorem [96] , Theorem 10 in [97])
There is a threshold error rate pT . Suppose we have a local stochastic error model
with pi 6 p < pT 1. Then for any ideal circuit C, and any ε > 0, there exists
1Here pi is the probability of an uncorrelated error at a location Ci, see Definition 11
in [97].
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a fault-tolerant circuit C ′, which, when it undergoes the error model, produces
an output which has statistical distance at most ε from the output of C. C ′ has
a number of qubits and a number of timesteps which are at most polylog(|C| /ε)
times bigger than the number of qubits and timesteps in C, where |C| is the number
of locations in C.
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the difficulty of applying fault-tolerant T gates
from [73, Fig. 24]. The figure depicts a “T-factory” in surface code prepar-
ing |T〉 states where |T〉 = cosβ |0〉+ eiπ/4 sinβ |1〉 and cos (2β) = 1√
3
. One
|T〉 can be used for fault-tolerant implementation of one T gate [93]. Im-
plementation of T (or different non-Clifford) gates are the bottleneck for
fault-tolerant algorithms.
Several things need to be pointed out in the threshold theorem. The
first thing is the exact meaning of error rate and how would one estimate it;
see [96, 98] for more detail. The second thing is the noise model. Making
assumptions about the noise, particularly its locality, is necessary. There
is some evidence that error correction for a specific type of non-localized
noise might not be possible [99, 100]. In contrast, one can correct errors
more effectively given additional promises about the error model. The last
and most commonly examined one is how would one go about devising
the circuit C ′. Quantum error correction and fault-tolerant gadgets address
this point.
The main idea is to use redundancy to encode a logical qubit into a
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collection of physical qubits. The logical qubit is then encoded into non-
local properties of the collection of physical qubits, making it resilient to
localized errors. The first example of an error correcting code was Shor’s
9-qubit code [101].
Currently, most of practical error correction uses topological codes [102,
103], most prominently surface codes [68, 104, 105] with the stabilizer for-
malism [94]. Broadly speaking, stabilizers allow us to detect errors without
disrupting the computation. Importantly, detecting and correcting errors
can be done efficiently.
Surface codes allow us to fault-tolerantly implement logical qubits into
physical qubits on a 2-D lattice, which makes them a prime candidate for
error correction in superconducting qubits. Even then, the typical ratio
between physical and logical qubits can be of the order of thousands2.
Clifford gates (i.e., Paulis, H, S and CNOT) can be fault-tolerantly im-
plemented in surface codes quite easily. However, it is necessary to include
non-Cliffords gates such as the T gate or Toffoli which are implemented
using magic states and fault-tolerant gadgets [93]. To illustrate the diffi-
culty of implementing a T gate, we included a picture demonstrating its
implementation in a surface code (see Fig. 2.3). Consequently, the cost of
computation is predominantly determined by the number of T gates.
We could not possibly give justice to fault-tolerance by such a brief
overview. For a more in-depth introduction to error correction see [68, 94]
or any of the cited references.
2.2 A Brief Overview of Quantum Algorithms
The speedup in many algorithms stems from a smart application of several
quantum transformations. In this chapter, we give an overview of the most
used computing primitives and their applications.
2A recent result [69] uses 1568 physical qubits for each logical qubit. This estimate uses







1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


Figure 2.4: The Toffoli gate, also known as doubly-controlled-NOT is uni-
versal for classical computation and reversible.
2.2.1 Coherent Classical Computation
Before we move onto quantum algorithm primitives, let us review how
a quantum computer can simulate classical computation. Examples of
classical computation in quantum algorithms include logic, arithmetic or
integral evaluation. In this thesis, we propose coherent versions of classical
sorting and shuffling algorithms in Chapter 3.
Even though these algorithms do not provide a speedup compared
to their classical counterparts, they are often an unavoidable part of a
computation. For example, quantum chemistry algorithms such as the
one in [73] require integral evaluation to compute matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian. Calculating them classically in advance and accessing them
from a lookup table would asymptotically increase the complexity of the
algorithm; hence, the integrals are coherently evaluated on the quantum
computer.
One of the inspirations for quantum computing was the work by Tof-
foli [106], Fredkin [107], Landauer [108], Bennett [109, 110] and others on
classical reversible computation and its connection to thermodynamics and
information theory. The reversible Toffoli gate (Fig. 2.4) is universal for
classical computation because it can simulate the NAND logic gate; see
Fig. 2.5. As such, reversible computation is equivalent to classical compu-
tation. Since the Toffoli can be also be implemented as a quantum gate,
reversible computation gives us a way to construct classical computing
primitives in quantum circuits.
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The downside of replacing NAND gates with Toffolis is the number of
additional bits. The NAND logic gate takes two bits as inputs and outputs
one bit, whereas the Toffoli has three qubits on both the input and output.
This means that the number of ancillae would increase linearly with the
number of gates in this naive construction. Such a construction quickly
becomes wasteful for large circuits or if space is limited. One can save
ancillae by reversing the computation to uncompute the information saved
in these registers [86, 111] and disentangle them from the output. These
techniques are crucial in algorithm design, and we use them in Chapter 4.
a • a
b • b
1 1⊕ (a∧ b) = a∧ b
Figure 2.5: A single Toffoli can replicate the NAND operation. The inputs
of NAND stay unchanged and the result is encoded into an ancilla.
The space limitation is crucial for the practicability of near-term quan-
tum computers; even modest constant factors can make a difference for
implementation on near-term hardware.
Several lines of research aim to make a quantum simulation of classical
computation. The use of additional gates, such as NOT or CNOT results
in simpler circuits than a naive construction with only Toffolis [112–114].
NOT and CNOT map computational basis states onto computational states;
this means that they can be regarded as classical gates. Next, there has been
significant effort to efficiently replicate classical computation using quan-
tum components (such as Hadamards or T gates [115] ). Lastly, it is often
preferred to avoid arithmetic and classical computation altogether [116].
2.2.2 Phase Estimation and Eigenstate Preparation
Another widely used component of algorithms is phase estimation [117,
118]. Given a unitary U and its eigenstate |ψθ〉 satisfying
U |ψθ〉 = ei2πθ |ψθ〉 , (2.2)
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phase estimation can prepare with high probability the state |ψθ〉 |θ̃〉, where
θ̃ is an m-digit approximation of θ. It can be shown that if we allow






additional qubits (not including the qubits needed to encode |ψ〉), 2n queries




elementary gates. We assume that we are given
an oracle to implement controlled U. The circuit implementing phase
estimation is pictured in Fig. 2.6.
|0〉 H • . . .
QFT−1
|0〉 H • . . .
|0〉 H . . . •
|ψ〉 U⊗2n−1 U⊗2n−2 . . . U
Figure 2.6: Eigenvalue estimation circuit. The last block represents the
inverse quantum Fourier transform depicted in Fig. 2.2.2.
Phase estimation starts by creating a uniform superposition on the
ancillary register by applying a Hadamard gate on each ancilla qubit.




|k〉 |ψ〉 . (2.3)

















|k〉 ei2πkθ |ψ〉 . (2.5)
The last part of phase estimation is the application of the inverse Fourier
transform (QFT−1, defined below). If θ can be expressed exactly in n bits, θ̃
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would be equal to θ. Otherwise, θ̃ is an m-digit approximation distributed
around θ.
The inverse quantum Fourier transform in the group Z2n (all we need
in this case) is defined as







2n y |y〉 , (2.6)
where x = x1x2 . . . xn is an integer and xi its digits in binary notation.




gates [81] (or n logn
for an approximate algorithm [119]) and consists of n stages. In the j-th
stage, operations controlled by qubits j+ 1 to n are applied on the qubit j.








Rotation Rk applied to qubit j is always controlled by the (k− j+ 1)th qubit.
The circuit for QFT−12n on 4 qubits in pictured in Fig. 2.2.2.
|x1〉 R4 R3 R2 H
|x2〉 R3 R2 H •
|x3〉 R2 H • •
|x4〉 H • • •
Figure 2.7: Inverse Quantum Fourier Transform on 4 qubits.
The phase estimation algorithm can be used to prepare eigenstates. Let
us apply phase estimation on a state |φ〉 that is not an eigenvector of U.
|φ〉 can be then decomposed into eigenvectors as |ψ〉 =∑i ai |ψi〉. Phase
estimation on |φ〉will produce∑
i
ai|θ̃i〉 |ψi〉 , (2.8)
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where θ̃i is an approximation of the eigenphase associated with |ψi〉. Mea-
suring the first register will produce one of the eigenstates |ψi〉 with proba-
bility |ai|
2.
This method is often used to estimate ground state energies with U =
e−iHt for 0 < t < 2π‖H‖ implemented through Hamiltonian simulation tech-
niques (see Section 2.3). Assume that we have a method to prepare a state
|φ〉 that has a significant overlap with the ground state, i.e., 〈g|φ〉 = a0.
Furthermore, assume that we are given a promise that any state with energy
at most Epromise is the ground state. The eigenstate preparation algorithm
applied on |φ〉 will then produce the ground state with probability |a0|2.
We know we succeeded when we measured θ < tEpromise in the second
register. Since t is known, we can use θ to estimate ground state energy.
Several techniques build on phase estimation to estimate energies more
efficiently, see [2, 120]. A particularly interesting one is the semi-classical
phase estimation [90], later perfected in [121]. This approach replaces all
two-qubit gates in QFT−1 by measurements and adaptive rotations.
2.2.3 Grover Search and Amplitude Amplification
A large number of quantum algorithms [50, 122, 123] achieve their speedup
thanks to amplitude amplification [124]. This idea originated from Grover’s
algorithm for unstructured search [14].
Grover’s algorithm aims to find a marked item in a collection ofN = 2n
items. The search problem can be defined formally as finding a preimage
of a function in the following setting. Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that x is
marked if and only if f(x) = 1. The goal of the algorithm is to find such x.
If the function f has no structure it is generally not possible for a classical
computer to succeed in fewer than O (N) steps.
To recognize the marked item, we are given an oracle Omark:
Omark |x〉 =
{
− |x〉 if x is marked,
|x〉 otherwise. (2.9)
The first step of the algorithm is to create a uniform superposition using
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Hadamard transform





Assume thatM out of N items are marked. The uniform superposition can




































x is not marked
|x〉 . (2.14)
It is straightforward to see that 〈marked|unmarked〉 = 0. For convenience,
let us introduce the angle θ such that sin θ =
√
M





|x〉 = sin θ |marked〉+ cos θ |unmarked〉 . (2.15)
Let us define the reflection around the uniform superposition
R = −
(
I − 2H⊗ logN |0〉〈0|H⊗ logN
)
(2.16)
= − cos(2θ) |marked〉〈marked|+ cos(2θ) |unmarked〉〈unmarked|
+ sin(2θ) (|marked〉〈unmarked|+ |unmarked〉〈marked|) (2.17)
and observe that Omark acts as a reflection around the unmarked state.
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We can show show that the operation G = ROmark acts as a rotation by
an angle 2θ on the subspace span{|marked〉 , |unmarked〉}. Let us apply G
on an arbitrary state |ψ〉 = sinα |marked〉+ cosα |unmarked〉:
G |ψ〉 = ROmark
(





− sinα |marked〉+ cosα |unmarked〉
)
(2.19)
= sinα(cos(2θ) |marked〉− sin(2θ) |unmarked〉)
− cosα(− cos(2θ) |unmarked〉− sin(2θ) |marked〉) (2.20)
= sin (α+ 2θ) |marked〉+ cos (α+ 2θ) |marked〉 (2.21)
It can be shown that span{|marked〉 , |unmarked〉} is closed under the




M  1, this requires approximately π4
√
M
N applications of G. In
the case where M  N, Grover’s algorithm achieves quadratic speedup
over any classical algorithm.
Grover search can be generalized to amplitude amplification. Ampli-
tude amplification can be used to boost the success amplitude for a wide
variety of quantum computations. Let us take a unitary U that prepares a
state that has λ overlap with the desired state |good〉 and can be therefore
written as
U |0 . . . 0〉 = sin θ |good〉+ cos θ |bad〉 , (2.22)
where 〈good|bad〉 = 0. In this notation, θ = π2 means that we reached the
desired state |good〉 with certainty. Given reflections around the zero state
R0 = I − 2 |0〉〈0| and the correct state Rgood = I − 2 |good〉〈good| we can
then construct the operatorG = UR0U−1Rgood. The operatorG is analogous
to Grover’s operator – the same type of calculation can be used to prove
the correctness of the algorithm. Reaching a high probability of success
requires approximately π4θ applications of G.
The presented versions assume that the fraction of marked items MN
and the initial overlap is known. The initial amplitude can be estimated
using quantum amplitude estimation [79]. Alternatively, a more technical
version of amplitude amplification can be used instead [125] to avoid
over-rotating. Another extension of amplitude amplification is oblivious
amplitude amplification which we discuss in the next section.
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2.2.4 Oblivious Amplitude Amplification
Oblivious amplitude amplification (OAA) extends the framework of am-
plitude amplification by relaxing the requirement on the reflection. While
amplitude amplification reflects around the good state, |good〉, OAA re-
flects only around a control system, leaving the target system untouched.
OAA then allows us to turn a probabilistic implementation of an opera-
tion [77, 126] into a nearly perfect one without an exponential overhead.
Suppose thatW probabilistically implements U such as





|bad〉 = 0. In other words, if we measure the
ancilla in state |0〉, Uwas properly applied on |ψ〉data.




W |0〉 |ψ〉 = sin ((2k+ 1)θ) |0〉U |ψ〉+ cos ((2k+ 1)θ) |bad〉 ,
(2.24)
where R is the reflection around all zero in the flag register R = 2 |0〉〈0|⊗ I−
I. Note that oblivious amplitude amplification differs from amplitude am-
plification in that R is not a reflection around the initial state. Nevertheless,
using a different reflection is in this case sufficient.
In addition, one can show that it is sufficient to constrain ourselves
to span{|0〉U |ψ〉 , |bad〉}. Success amplitude sin((2k+ 1)θ) can be then be
boosted arbitrarily close to 1.
So far we assumed that U is a unitary operation. It turns out that
oblivious amplitude amplification is robust, meaning that it can handle
operations that is only ε close to a unitary [34]. At the same time, W is
still a unitary operator. Amplification will in this case not be performed
perfectly, but the error is at most O(ε).
2.3 Hamiltonian Evolution Simulation
This section focuses on the problem of simulating the dynamics of a quan-
tum system. Given an initial state of a system |ψ(0)〉 and a Hamiltonian H,
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our aim is to simulate the time evolution |ψ(0)〉 → e−iHt |ψ(0)〉. The goal
of Hamiltonian simulation is to design a circuit U consisting of gates and





where ‖·‖2 is the spectral norm3. We predominantly focus on the query
complexity of Hamiltonian simulation.
In Chapter 4 we present a simulation algorithm for a time-dependent
Hamiltonian which is an extension of the above-stated problem. Here we
present techniques used or related to those in Chapter 4.
Quantum systems are fundamentally difficult to simulate; dynamics
of quantum systems is a BQP-hard (or BQP complete for Hamiltonians
with natural restrictions) [6, 28, 128]. Even though there are certain cases,
such as Clifford circuits [129], when a classical simulation is possible, the
complexity of simulating the evolution generally grows exponentially with
the number of qubits.
As such, simulation of quantum dynamics is a field where we believe
quantum computers can quickly outperform classical ones. In fact, the time
evolution of quantum systems was the original application for quantum
computers suggested by Feynman in his seminal paper [130] and Lloyd’s
algorithm [13] from 1996 was one of the early quantum algorithms with
exponential speedup.
We start this section by defining the formalism and establishing simula-
tion lower bounds. Then, we follow the chronological progress of Hamil-
tonian simulation research, starting by Lloyd’s [13] paper and follow-up
approaches based on Lie-Trotter formula, often referred to as Trotterization
or product formulae.
Early Hamiltonian simulation algorithms assumed that the simulated
Hamiltonians are given in the formH =
∑m
j=1Hj, where eachHj is local and
3Spectral norm is the correct measure even for algorithms that involve measurements




would be an appropriate
measure but it can be bounded by 4
∥∥U− e−iHt
∥∥
2 [127]. The proof involves writing the
simulation algorithm as a channel where the desired operation (to be applied after post-
selection on a measurement outcome) is one of the Kraus operators. The diamond norm is
then bounded using norm inequalities and strong convexity.
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e−iHjt can be implemented directly for arbitrary t. The complexity of these
algorithms was then generally measured by the number of exponentials
needed for the simulation [29]. Nowadays, we do not take these assump-
tions for granted and instead only assume that the Hamiltonian is a sparse
Hermitian matrix and its elements can be accessed through oracles, see
Sec. 2.3.1. Non-local Hamiltonians appear in quantum chemistry [131, 132]
and applications outside of physics such as digital simulation of adiabatic
computation [133] and systems of linear equations [5, 134]. The complexity
of a simulation algorithm is then measured predominantly in terms of
oracle queries and then in terms of additional gates [31, 33, 127]. This will
be the convention we follow in this thesis. Of course, there are exceptions
to this rule, particularly if the authors are interested in a more specialized
class of Hamiltonians.
Simultaneously with the development of Trotterization algorithms,
Childs suggested a simulation algorithm based on quantum walks [126]. In
2014, a seminal paper by Berry et al. [135] achieved exponential improve-
ment in the error scaling and was subsequently improved upon in [34, 136].
In the last few years, approaches based on singular value processing [35]
and qubitization [137] achieved the optimal query complexity.
Let us note that Hamiltonian simulation is often used as a subroutine of
a more complex algorithm, for example in phase estimation (described in
Section 2.2.2) or for solving linear equations [5, 134].
This section is based on part 4.1 of Quantum Chemistry in the Age of
Quantum Computing [1] but it has been significantly extended and altered.
It aims to provide an overview of the existing results from the conception
of Hamiltonian simulation to the most recent results. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no current surveys covering recent techniques such
as quantum signal processing and linear combinations of unitaries (LCU)
methods. The older reviews of Hamiltonian simulations include Berry et
al. [138] and Georgescu et al. [139].
2.3.1 The Hamiltonian Oracles
In this section, we explain how one can grant access to a Hamiltonian.
The oracular representation allows us to work with Hamiltonians that
are not necessarily local, for example in adiabatic computation [133] or
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quantum chemistry [140]. Storing the Hamiltonian as a full matrix would
not be practical because storing such a representation would necessarily
require an exponential overhead. Instead, oracles often provide access to
the Hamiltonian as an abstraction for computing the matrix elements as
discussed in Section 2.1.2.
One type of oracular access is particularly common when the Hamil-
tonian (in a computational basis) is given by a sparse matrix. We say a
Hamiltonian is row-d-sparse if each row has at most d non-zero entries. If
there is an efficient procedure to locate these entries we moreover say that
the Hamiltonian is row-computable. In this case, one can efficiently construct
oracles
Oloc |r,k〉 = |r,k⊕ l〉 (2.26)
Oval |r, l, z〉 = |r, l, z⊕Hr,l〉 . (2.27)
OracleOloc locates the position l of the k-th non-zero element in row r. The
oracle Oval then gives the value of the matrix element Hr,l. We compute
the cost of algorithms in terms of the number of queries to these oracles.
It is possible to construct different oracles. Any Hermitian matrix can





where for each l, αl 6 0 and Hl is a unitary matrix ‖Hl‖ = 1. This decom-
position can be efficiently implemented for sparse Hamiltonians [34]. The
coefficients αl and unitaries Hl can be accessed through oracles
Oα |l, z〉 = |l, z⊕αl〉 (2.29)
OHl |l,ψ〉 = Hl |l,ψ〉 , (2.30)
or, in some cases, described classically.
Berry et al. introduced the decomposition (2.28) in [135] and showed





where γ is the precision with which the Hamiltonian matrix entries are
approximated. Furthermore, oracles (2.29) and (2.30) can be simulated by
oracle queries to (2.26) and (2.27) with constant overhead.
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Lastly, Low and Chuang [137] introduced a representation of a Hamilto-
nian through a signal oracle U such that for a signal state defined as |G〉,
H = 〈G|U |G〉. In other words,
U |G〉 |ψ〉 = |G〉H |ψ〉+
√





|G⊥〉 = 0. This approach is based on the Hamiltonian
representation in the linear combination of unitaries (LCU) approach [135].
This model is used heavily in algorithms based on quantum signal pro-
cessing [36]. Low and Chuang [137] showed that the oracle (2.31) can be
implemented with O(1) queries to (2.29) and (2.30). This results allows us to
use QSP with LCU [137] instead of the relying on an earlier implementation
using quantum walks [35].
Other models in quantum simulation include the fractional query model
[135], representation of the Hamiltonian via a density matrix [141], or data
structures for non-sparse Hamiltonians [135], but do not appear in the
algorithms mentioned in this thesis.
2.3.2 Lower Bounds on Hamiltonian Simulation
Before describing any quantum algorithms, let us first establish what is the
best complexity we could hope for. All but one of the lower bounds in this
section are stated in the query complexity model. The first lower bound on
Hamiltonian simulation is known as the no-fast forwarding theorem [29]. It
establishes that no quantum computer can simulate Hamiltonian evolution
for time t with complexity sublinear in ‖H‖ t.
Berry, Ahokas, Cleve and Sanders (BACS) [29] proved the no-fast-
forwarding theorem by reduction to the parity problem [142, 143]. The
work on the parity problem established that the parity of B bits cannot
be determined with fewer than B/2 queries (a query outputs a single bit)
with 1/4 error. The authors [29] explicitly construct a 2-sparse Hamiltonian
whose sublinear simulation would imply a parity algorithm that uses fewer
than N/2 queries. However, there are still possible speedups for dense
Hamiltonians in other parameters besides time.
There were two important lower bounds following the landmark [29]
result. Childs and Kothari [144] proved the restrictions for simulating dense
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Hamiltonians. They not only extended the no-fast-forwarding theorem to
dense Hamiltonians, but also showed that a stricter condition applies. In
particular, it is not possible to simulate a general dense H ∈ Cn×n for time
twith poly (||Ht|| ,n) queries to a matrix entry phase oracle4 even if given
additional information.
More recently, Berry et al. [135] determined the lower bound with
respect to the error of the simulation ε. Using the parity problem again,






. At the same time, they gave an algorithm that achieves this
scaling.
The next question that needed an answer was the relationship between
the scaling in time and the error. Berry et al. showed in [127] that the lower
bound on the complexity is additive with respect to the time and the error.
We now state this result directly.
Theorem 2 (Hamiltonian simulation lower bound, Theorem 2.2 [127])
For any ε, t > 0, integer d > 2, and a fixed value ||H||max, there exists a d-sparse









where τ = d ||H||max t.
We know that this query complexity lower bound is, in fact, tight with
quantum signal processing [137] achieving the optimal simulation com-
plexity.
Lower bounds in terms of gate complexity are much more rare. To the
best of our knowledge, the only gate complexity lower bound is due to
Haah et al. [145]. The authors show that for any integers n and T such that
1 6 n 6 T 6 2n there exists a piecewise constant bounded 1D Hamiltonian
H(t) on n qubits whose simulating for time T requires Ω̃(nT) 2-qubit gates.
This result can be extended into higher dimensions [145].
4The matrix entry phase oracle gives the value of Hi,j/
∥∥Hi,j
∥∥ when queried on the
input i, j [144].
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2.3.3 Simulation Based on Trotterization








Lloyd [13] first showed how to use the Lie-Trotter formula for Hamilto-
nian simulation. Assuming that the Hamiltonian of interest can be decom-
posed into a sum of of simpler Hamiltonians5 Hj such that H =
∑m
j=1Hj,
one can decompose the evolution with respect to H into the evolution with
respect to each Hj as
Ũ =
(
e−iH1t/re−iH2t/r . . . e−iHmt/r
)r
. (2.34)
If each e−iHjt/r can be efficiently implemented, one can simulate Hamil-
tonian evolution using O (poly logN) steps as opposed to O (polyN) for a
classical simulation.
This approach can be extended to sparse matrices given through the
oracles defined in (2.26) and (2.27). Aharonov and Ta-Shma [133] first
showed that a sparse Hermitian matrix can be decomposed as H =
∑
jHj,
where each eiHjt can be implemented directly. Then, using the Lie-Trotter
formula, d-sparse Hamiltonians can be simulated with O(poly(N,d)(τ2/ε))
complexity.
Two types of improvements were made since the first Trotterization-
based simulations. A series of works by Berry, Wiebe, and others [29, 30]
used more sophisticated Lie-Trotter-Suzuki decompositions [146]. These
approximations allow for the approximation error to be an inverse of a
polynomial of arbitrary order by devising high-order formulae that better
approximate an exponential of a sum. For illustration, the symmetric
Trotter formula
e(A+B)∆t ≈ eA∆t/2eB∆teA∆t/2 (2.35)
suppresses O(∆t2) errors [30]. These higher-order formulae can be obtained
using the recursion relation
S2k(δ) = [S2k−2(pkδ)]
2 S2k−2((1 − 4pk)δ) [S2k−2(pkδ)]
2 , (2.36)












The number Nexp of exponentials of the form e−iHjt for the k-th order





for ε < 2mrk−1 and τ = ‖H‖ t [29].
While Trotterization-based algorithms have poor scaling in error com-
pared to newer techniques, they perform exceptionally well on real-world
instances. In a resource study conducted by Childs et al. [147], high-order
product formulae [30] showed promising T-gate scaling.
Trotterization-based methods can be further improved by sampling the
exponentials at random instead of fixing their order ahead of time. The idea
of using randomization to decrease the error in Hamiltonian simulation
was first proposed by Childs et al. [148] and subsequently improved by
Cambell [149]. Cambell’s algorithm, known as the randomized compiling
or QDRIFT protocol, works particularly well for shorter evolution times
and Hamiltonians of the form H =
∑m
j=1 hjHj where each
∥∥Hj
∥∥ = 1, ex-
ponentials of the form e−iHjt can be implemented directly, and hj vary
significantly for different values of j. QDRIFT draws the exponential terms
with probabilities proportional to the interaction strengths hj. This leads to









2.3.4 Sparse Matrix Decomposition
We require that the Hamiltonian can be decomposed into terms that can be
efficiently simulated. In addition, this decomposition must be efficiently
computable and it is vital that the number of terms in the decomposition
be as small as possible. Aharonov and Ta-Shma [133] devised such a
decomposition for sparse Hamiltonians.
These decompositions rely on graph coloring techniques. Any Hamilto-
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Figure 2.8: An example of Hamiltonian decomposition based on edge
coloring. The entire graph corresponds the full, black, matrix. The colored
matrices then represent edges of a given color. Note that each colored
matrix is only 1-sparse.
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property: vertices x and y are connected by an edge if and only if the entry
Hx,y is nonzero. Since H is Hermitian, this graph is undirected and the
sparsity d represents the maximum degree of this graph. The Hamiltonian
decomposition is determined from an edge coloring of this graph. This
means that each edge is assigned a color (label) such that incident edges (on
the same vertex) always have different colors. Edges of a single color in the
graph then correspond to a single term in the Hamiltonian decomposition
and the number of colors used is the number of terms in the Hamiltonian
decomposition as in Fig. 2.8. Each 1-sparse Hamiltonian is then simulated
directly using its equivalence to a block diagonal matrix [29, 133].
The decomposition was later improved in a number of papers [29, 135,
150, 151]. The state-of-the-art decomposition is summarized in the theorem
below:
Theorem 3 (d-sparse Hamiltonian decomposition [135])
If H is a d-sparse Hamiltonian, there exists a decomposition H =
∑d2
j=1Hj, where
each Hj is 1-sparse and a query to any Hj can be simulated with O(1) queries to H.
The new ingredient in the construction [135] is to modify the Hamiltonian
to make the graph bipartite6. These decompositions are used in nearly all
simulations of sparse Hamiltonians including our algorithm in Chapter 4.
2.3.5 The Quantum Walk Approach
A surprising Hamiltonian simulation technique comes from the equiva-
lence between discrete and continuous-time quantum walks [27]. In this
section, we describe the quantum walk-based algorithm from [27] and
the subsequent work [31]. Both approaches give a quantum analog of a
stochastic process on a graph. In the classical case, the transition matrix is
the adjacency matrix A of a graph and is required to be stochastic7. Every
random walk can be modified into its lazy version by changing the transi-
tion rule p→ Ap into p→ (1− ε)p+ εAp, where p refers to the probability
6A graph is said to be bipartite if the vertices can be split into two distinct sets such
that no two vertices within the same set are connected by an edge.
7A stochastic matrix must be square and matrix with real, non-negative entries. In our
notation, the sum of matrix entries for each column must be equal to 1. This condition
ensures that the total probability is preserved.
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distribution on the graph and ε ∈ (0, 1). Taking the limit ε → 0 and an
infinitesimally short length of each step, one can obtain the continuous
time limit of a random walk
p(t) = eAtp0, (2.39)
which can be interpreted as the diffusion equation.
A continuous-time quantum walk [152] is obtained by replacing (2.39)
by the Schrödinger equation
|ψ(t)〉 = e−iAt |ψ0〉 , (2.40)
with the adjacency matrix as the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian is Hermi-
tian if the graph is undirected.
Discrete-time quantum walks take a very different approach. The con-
struction by Szegedy [15] translates any Markov chain on a graph to a
quantum process on a quadratically larger Hilbert space. Discrete-time
quantum walks are typically defined on symmetric graphs but the construc-














for every pair of graph vertices j,k where abs(H) stands for entry-wise
absolute value of H and |d〉 = ∑j dj |j〉 is the principal eigenvector of
abs(H). This construction allows us to make the quantum walk unitary. A
state |k, j〉 can be assigned to an edge between k and j; j being the vertex
where the walker starts in a particular step and k the vertex the walker is
moving towards. Let S be the swap operation of these registers
S |j,k〉 = |k, j〉 . (2.42)
Next, define an isometry T mapping the states of the graph onto the








One step of the walk can be implemented using iS(2TT † − I); see [15].
Taking the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H‖abs(H)‖ |λ〉 = λ |λ〉, it can be
shown [153] that the eigenvectors of U = iS(2TT † − I) are
|µ±〉 =
1 − e±i arccos λS√
2(1 − λ2)
T |λ〉 (2.44)
and corresponding eigenvalues µ± = ±e±i arcsin λ [27].
Discrete-time quantum walks are already formulated in terms of query
complexity. The framework of quantum walks [21], can be applied to a
variety of classical randomized algorithms and gives a number of provable
speedups [15, 21, 154–156].
The relationship between discrete and continuous random walks trans-
lates to a correspondence between discrete and continuous time quantum
walks. Childs quantified this correspondence devising an algorithm for
simulating continuous-time walks using discrete time quantum walks.
Since discrete-time quantum walks can be easily translated into the gate
model [157, 158], this result de facto gave a new algorithm for simulating
Hamiltonian evolution [31].
Let us take |Θ〉 to be an eigenstate of a discrete time quantum walk with
an eigenvalue e−iΘ. Furthermore, define P to be an operation that performs





aφ|Θ |Θ,φ〉 . (2.45)
Next, define a unitary Ftsin that computes the sine function and applies
an appropriate phase
Ftsin |Θ,φ〉 = e−it sinφ |Θ,φ〉 . (2.46)
Childs showed in [27] that Hamiltonian evolution can be closely ap-
proximated using discrete-time quantum walk techniques





where M denotes the number of calls to quantum walk unitary U. Equa-
tion (2.47) shows that the fidelity between states produced by the quantum













of a discrete-time quantum walk.
Reference [27] just considered the complexity in terms of the steps of this
discrete quantum walk, without showing how to implement them. Berry
and Childs [31] provided methods to implement the discrete quantum walk
in terms of the oracles for matrix entries of the Hamiltonian (2.26), (2.27),
thus providing a complexity that could be compared to the prior work
based on Trotterization. Quantum-walk simulation techniques have query
complexity linear in simulation time compared to superlinear complexity
for Trotterization methods [29].
2.3.6 Hamiltonian Simulation with Linear Combination of
Unitaries
We now present a Hamiltonian simulation algorithm [34] that achieves
a logarithmic scaling in the inverse error. This algorithm requires the
Hamiltonian to be either
√
L sparse and row-computable or a sum of at most
L Pauli operators. In these two cases, the Hamiltonian can be decomposed





This decomposition together with oblivious amplitude amplification is
responsible for the speedup compared with previous techniques.
The goal of the algorithm is to implement the unitary






given the time t and access to the unitary decomposition of the Hamiltonian
H (2.48).
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First, we divide the evolution into r segments, each of them t/r long.







To limit the error to O(ε) by the end of evolution, each segment must have






‖H‖ t/r < 1. Note that the operator coming from this approximation is no
longer a unitary.













αl1αl2 . . .αlkHl1Hl2 . . .Hlk , (2.51)
where Ũ is an approximation of U and no longer a unitary operation.
In (2.51), we expressed Ũ as a sum of unitaries. Each unitary here is a
product of Vl1Vl2 . . .Vlk and the coefficients depend on the coefficients
in Taylor series and unitary decomposition. Without loss of generality,
Eq. (2.51) can be written in the form Ũ =
∑m−1
j=0 βjVj where all βj > 0 and
unitaries Vj are products of Hamiltonian terms Hl and (−i) factors.








j=0 βj, through a circuit denoted B. Implementation of B
can be complicated (see [159]) but it does not require any queries to the
Hamiltonians.
Next, we need to able to implement each Vj controlled by the value j.
Define
select(V) |j〉 |ψ〉 = |j〉Vj |ψ〉 , (2.52)
for each j. Since each Vj consists of a product of at most K terms in the
Hamiltonian decomposition, the complexity of implementing select(V) is
K times the complexity of applying Hl.





select(V) (B⊗ I) . (2.53)
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Inductively, W applies the Ũ if the ancilla is in the correct state (in this case
it is |0〉) and prepares some garbage state if that ancilla is not zero. Formally,
(|0〉〈0|⊗ I)W |ψ〉 |0 . . . 0〉 = 1s |0〉 Ũ |ψ〉. If s is close to 2, we can use W to
implement oblivious amplitude amplification presented in Sec. 2.2.4. Ap-
plying −WRW†RW where R = I − (|0〉〈0|⊗ I) results in the state |0〉 Ũ |ψ〉
with high accuracy [34].








where τ = L ‖H‖max t for
√
L-sparse matrices. We use similar steps in our
algorithm for simulating time-dependent Hamiltonians in Chapter 4 and
derive rigorous bounds for our work.
2.3.7 Quantum Signal Processing and Qubitization
Hamiltonian simulation through quantum signal processing started by
Low et al. [160] asking a seemingly unrelated question: What single qubit
unitaries can we implement given Z-rotations with a fixed angle φ and
arbitrary X rotations? Surprisingly, this class of operations can be fully
classified [36, 160]. We give a simplified question these conditions at the
end of this section. Specifically, all circuits with up to k gates can be char-
acterized by four polynomials that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1
in [160]. Even more surprisingly, given a function of φ that meets these con-
ditions, one can construct a circuit approximating this function following
the construction in [160].
The above procedure can be extended to a multi-qubit case through
the phase kickback explained in Fig. 2.9. This algorithm, named quan-
tum signal processing, describes the transformation of a unitary W =∑
λ e
iφm |um〉〈um| to




for any real function h. The first step of quantum signal processing is the




Figure 2.9: Application of a controlled unitary acting on an eigenstate acts
as a rotation on the control qubit. Let |ψm〉 be an eigenstate of U associ-
ated with eigenvalue eiφm . Applying the circuit above on an initial state
(α |0〉+β |1〉) |ψm〉 results in
(
α |0〉+ eiφmβ |1〉
)






on the first qubit.
Fig. 2.9). Then, single qubit rotations are used to synthesize the desired
function as in the above control problem.
Quantum signal processing can be used together with a quantum walk
oracle [27, 31]. Recall that the quantum walk operator has eigenvalues
±e±i arcsinφm where φm is an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. Using the
function h(θ) = −τ sin (θ) gives the proper time evolution. This function
can be approximated by the Jacobi-Anger expansion in a manner similar
to [31]. Importantly, Jacobi-Anger results in an achievable transformation
(satisfying the criteria in [160]) and converges exponentially fast which
gives logarithmic scaling in error. In their next work, Low and Chuang [137]
presented qubitization. Qubitization allows one to use quantum signal
processing beyond the limitations of the signal oracle. Given access to the
Hamiltonian as H = 〈G|U |G〉 (see Subsection 2.3.1), one can construct a
“qubiterate” to compute powers of H [137]. The name qubitization refers
to decomposition into 2-dimensional invariant subspaces isomorphic to
qubits. Qubitization allows one to combine quantum signal processing
with LCU methods and other techniques.
Gilyen et al. [36] later simplified and generalized these methods to a
technique called quantum singular value transformation (QSVT). We now
state their version of quantum signal processing:
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Theorem 4 (Quantum Signal Processing [36])
























1 − x2 x
]
= ei arccos (x)σz
if and only if P,Q ∈ C[x] such that
• deg(P) 6 k and deg(Q) 6 k− 1
• P has parity (k mod 2) and Q has parity (k− 1 mod 2)
• ∀x ∈ [−1, 1] : |P(x)|2 + (1 − x2)|Q(x)|2 = 1
Simply put, Theorem 4 (Theorem 3 in [36]) states the conditions on the
polynomials that can be implemented through quantum signal processing
circuits. The proof of this theorem is constructive, giving an algorithm
for computing the angles from polynomials. In addition, if P or Q are not
known entirely, they can be completed following the proofs of Theorems
3-5 of [36].
2.3.8 Generalization of the Hamiltonian Simulation Prob-
lem
In the last subsection of the Background, we discuss several lines of research
closely related to Hamiltonian simulation but extend it in various ways.
The first generalization is using a Hamiltonian that depends on time.
Techniques for simulating time-dependent Hamiltonians based on the
Lie-Trotter-Suzuki decomposition were developed in [161–163], but the
complexity scales polynomially with the error. Poulin et al. [163] gave an
algorithm whose quantum complexity does not depend on the derivatives
of the Hamiltonian because of their use of Monte Carlo integration.
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More recent advances providing complexity logarithmic in the error
[34,135] mention that their techniques can be generalized to time-dependent
scenarios, but do not analyze this case. The most recent algorithms [35,137]
are not directly applicable to the time-dependent case. Here we present
an explicit algorithm for simulating time-dependent Hamiltonians with
complexity logarithmic in the allowable error, matching the complexity of
the algorithms for the time-independent case in [34, 135], though not those
in [35, 137]. Low and Wiebe [37] independently achieved similar results.
Figure 2.10: The continuous-time evolution is discretized into short
timesteps. The state in each step is then evolved with a time-independent
Hamiltonian.
Another avenue of research is the simulation of open quantum systems.
An open quantum system can always be embedded into a closed one as a
consequence of Stinespring dilation [164]. As such, Hamiltonian simulation
techniques can also be used for the evolution of an open quantum system.
However, extending a quantum system according to Stinespring dilation is
prohibitively costly for practical simulations.
If the open system is Markovian, it is possible to simulate the Linbland
Master equation directly. Kliesch et al. [165] laid the basis for simulation of
Markovian systems by showing that it can be simulated with complexity
polynomial in the evolution time and polylogarithmic in the dimension if
the Lindbladian is k-local (see [165] for a formal definition) using Trotteri-
zation. Childs and Li [166] extended this algorithm to sparse Lindbladians.
Recently, Cleve and Wang proposed an algorithm logarithmic in inverse
error [167], extending LCU techniques to Markovian dynamics.
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Quantum Sort and Shuffle
“The order that our mind imagines is like a net,
or like a ladder, built to attain something. But
afterward you must throw the ladder away,
because you discover that, even if it was useful, it
was meaningless.”
Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose
Randomness is an essential resource for many classical algorithms used
everywhere from casinos to traffic route optimization. An example of a
common randomized subroutine is a shuffle. Given objects marked 1 to k,
the shuffle produces a sequence of these objects uniformly at random.
In this section, we present a quantum version of the above task: prepare
an equal superposition of all permutations of k objects efficiently. Creating
a superposition is a natural extension of a shuffle because measurement in
the computational basis would reproduce an outcome of a classical shuffle.
Note that we are strictly concerned by permutations without repetitions.
We present two different approaches to a quantum shuffle. The first one
is a quantization of a classical algorithm, the Fisher-Yates (FY) shuffle. The
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second one approaches shuffle as the opposite of a sort. Indeed, if the origi-
nal list of items is sorted, a sort can be seen as reverting the application of a
shuffle. We extend classical sorting algorithms to the quantum framework
by providing a reversible version with no asymptotic overhead.
Clearly, neither sort nor shuffle is reversible. We define shuffle as an
operation that takes a list in increasing order and outputs a symmetric
superposition. A sort is then the inverse operation to the shuffle in the
sense that a uniform superposition over possible permutations can be
sorted in increasing order.
This chapter is based on the paper Improved techniques for preparing
eigenstates of fermionic Hamiltonians [2] which includes sort and shuffle as
subroutines. I participated in the discussion, contributed with ideas, and
was involved in the writing process. Since I was primarily engaged in
improving antisymmetrization procedure utilizing a quantum sort or a
shuffle, I decided to focus this chapter only on these techniques. My main
contributions were optimizing the algorithm for logarithmic depth and de-
composing the components into elementary gates. Section 3.5 explains how
one can use a sort or a shuffle in quantum chemistry as well as additional
applications of our work. For instance, the algorithm in Chapter 4 uses the
quantum sort as a subroutine.
3.1 How to Shuffle a Deck of Cards
Consider the following problem. We are given m cards, for simplicity
labeled from 1 tom. We want to shuffle them, i.e., output any ordering of
the cards with equal probability. What random swaps should we perform
to shuffle the cards efficiently?
Intuitively, we could pick random pairs of cards and swap them, but we
would need to perform much more than n swaps to guarantee a genuinely
random permutation as can be seen in Fig. 3.1. Another strategy would
be to pick the first card deterministically and exchange its place with a
random card. Unfortunately, a naive approach based on this strategy does
not produce uniform probabilities for all permutations.
A successful algorithm that requiresm swaps ensures that each card is
deterministically chosen only once. Note that a card can be swapped with
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(a) 10 random swaps














(b) 1000 random swaps
Figure 3.1: Shuffling by performing random swaps is not very effective.
Here we attempt to shuffle 5 cards by picking two cards at random and
swapping them. The procedure is repeated 10 times in (a) and 1000 times in
(b). Then the statistics is collected from 107 repetitions of the shuffle. In an
ideal shuffle, all sequences should be equally probable, and the distribution
in Figures (a) and (b) should be close to flat (up to a sampling error).
itself, i.e., it does not have to move. This algorithm is called a Fisher-Yates
(FY) shuffle [168] or sometimes Knuth’s shuffle [169]. There are several
variants of FY shuffle; we found the following version to be most suitable
for quantization:
Fisher-Yates shuffle
for k = 1, . . . , (m− 1) do
Choose ` uniformly at random from {0, . . . ,k}.
Swap items in positions k and `.
end for
In other words, in the k-th run, the card on k-th position (indexing from
0) is swapped with any of the previous cards. All the possible scenarios are
illustrated as a tree in Figure 3.2 for m = 4. Assuming that all swaps are
random, the FY shuffle produces a random sequence optimally.
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1 4 6 7
1 4 7 6
1 7 6 4
7 4 6 1
1 6 4 7
1 6 7 4
1 7 4 6
1 4 6 7
7 6 4 1
6 4 1 7
6 4 7 1
6 7 1 4
4 1 6
4 1 6 7
4 1 7 6
4 7 6 1
7 1 6 2
1 6 4 7
4 1 7
4 1 6 7
4 6 1 7
4 6 7 1
4 7 1 6
6 1 4
6 1 4 7
6 1 7 4
6 7 4 1
7 1 4 6
4 6 1
6 1 4 7
1 4 6 7
4 1 6 7






Figure 3.2: A tree diagram for the FY shuffle demonstrates all the moves
that the algorithm can make. The blue boxes identify the array entries that
have been swapped at each stage of the shuffle. In the first step, the item
“2” is moved, in the next one item “3” and item “4” is moved last. Note that
the blue boxes also label the largest value in the array truncated to position
k.
3.2 Quantum Approach to a Shuffle
The FY algorithm presented above is not a unitary transformation and as
such, cannot be directly implemented on a quantum computer. Instead,
we propose an algorithm that prepares a uniform superposition of all
sequences, analogously to a classical shuffle.
Here we present our algorithm that implements a shuffle in superposi-
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tion, i.e. performs the transformation
|r1 · · · rm〉 7→
∑
σ∈Sm
|σ (r1, · · · , rm)〉 , (3.1)
where σ iterates over possible permutations. Note that the choice of the
state is not unique; adding arbitrary phases eiφσ1 to the states |σ (r1, · · · , rm)〉
would still fall within the definition of a quantum shuffle. In particular, the
transformation needed in [2] for fermionic state preparation was
|r1 · · · rm〉 7→
∑
σ∈Sm
(−1)π(σ) |σ (r1, · · · , rm)〉 (3.2)
where π(σ) is the parity of the permutation σ, and we require for the initial
state that rp < rp+1 (necessary for this procedure to be unitary). This means
that we are solving a restricted version of the problem where the input is
always sorted in increasing order.
Although we describe the procedure for a single input |r1 · · · rm〉, our
algorithm may be applied to any superposition of such states. We assume
that there are no repetitions among the shuffled items (this assumption
holds for fermions in the application of the shuffle in [2]) and the array
starts ordered.
We first present a quantum extension of FY shuffle. Unfortunately,
its complexity is worse than that of its classical counterpart. Then we
show an alternative algorithm utilizing sorting. As a part of the algorithm,
we develop a quantum approach to sorting based on sorting networks
and synthesize all the components down to elementary gates. This work
presents an exponential improvement in depth compared to the prior state-
of-art [170].
3.3 Preparing a Uniform Superposition With the
Quantum FY Shuffle
In this Section, we present a quantum version of FY shuffle that gives
an intuitive approach to antisymmetrization. Assuming that we need to
1Of course, some functions φσ can be difficult to implement
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shuffle m numbers between 0 and N− 1, the size- and depth-complexity
are O(m2 logN).
Two key steps turn the FY shuffle into a quantum algorithm. First, our
quantum implementation of the shuffle replaces the random selection of
swaps with a superposition of all possible exchanges. Unfortunately, this
step presents an overhead compared to the classical FY shuffle. To achieve




`=0 |`〉 in an ancillary register (called choice).
Second, we must reset the choice register at the end of each step. To
accomplish this, we introduce an additional index register, which initially
contains the integers 0, . . . ,m − 1. We shuffle both the length-m input
register and the index register, and the simple form of index enables us to
easily reset choice. The resulting state of the joint input⊗ index register
is still highly entangled; however, provided input was initially sorted in
ascending order, we can disentangle index from input.
As we explained in our paper, the quantum FY shuffle consists 6 steps.
The high level overview of FY shuffle is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, and Fig. 3.4
provides additional detail. We now briefly review these steps and then
explain each in detail.
1. Initialization. Prepare the choice register in the state |0〉. Prepare the
index register in the state |0, 1, . . . ,m− 1〉. Also set a classical variable
k = 1.






3. Execute swap. Swap element k of input with the element specified
by choice. Also swap element k of index with the element specified
by choice. If preparing an antisymmetric superposition, apply a −1
phase to the input register if a non-trivial swap was executed (i.e. if
choice does not encode k).
4. Reset choice. For each ` = 1, . . . ,k, subtract ` from the choice register
if position ` in index is equal to k. The resulting state of choice is |0〉.
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5. Repeat. Increment k by one. If k < m, go to Step 2. Otherwise,
proceed to the next step.
6. Disentangle index from input. For each k 6= ` = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1,
subtract 1 from position ` of index if the element at position k in
input is greater than the element at position ` in input. The resulting






|0〉⊗mdlogme / INIT . . .
DETANGLE
|0〉⊗mdlogme
input / . . . SYMM(input)
Figure 3.3: High-level view of the FY shuffle as it appeared in [2]. The
procedure acts on registers labeled (top to bottom) choice, index and input.
The first step block represents Initialization and the FYk blocks consist of
steps Prepare choice, Execute swap and Reset choice, see Fig. 3.4, for
k between 1 and m− 1. The last block aims to Disentangle index from
input.
After the DETANGLE procedure, the ancillary registers choice and index
are reset to their initial all-zero states and the input register has been
symmetrized. The structure of FY blocks is depicted in Fig. 3.4. Each
block starts with the preparation operator Πk to choice, then we apply
selected swaps between choice and index and between choice and input.
We conclude each block by applying a phase conditioned on choice to
input, and resetting the choice register. These procedures are applied a
total of m− 1 times (for each of k = 1, . . . ,m− 1). Their gate counts and
circuits depths are then multiplied by (m− 1). Disentangling index and
input is the most expensive component, but it is executed only once, so it
contributes only an additive cost to the overall resource requirement.
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Figure 3.4: Detail for the FY block FYk from [2]. The first register (labeled
choice) is used to select the target of the two selected swap steps. Each
block FYk is completed by resetting the choice register back to its origi-
nal state |0〉⊗m, i.e. steps steps Prepare choice, Execute swap and Reset
choice.
We now explain each step of the algorithm and justify their correspond-
ing resource contributions. We briefly summarize them here. Step 1 requires
O(m logm) gates but has a negligible depth O(1). Step 2 requires O(m)
gates and has depth complexity O(m). Step 3 requires O(m logN) gates
and also has depth O(m logN). Step 4 requires O(m logm) gates but has
depth only O(logm). As Step 2 to Step 4 are repeatedm− 1 times, the total
gate count before Step 6 is O(m2 logN). Finally, Step 6 requires O(m2 logN)
gates and has depth O
(
m2 [log logN+ logm]
)
. Thus the total gate count
of the quantum FY shuffle is O(m2 logN). Because most of the gates need
to be performed sequentially, the overall circuit depth of the algorithm is
also O(m2 logN).
3.3.1 Initialization
We assume that the register choice is initialized in the state |0〉⊗m. The
index register is set to the state |0, 1, . . . ,m− 1〉 that represents the positions
of the entries of input in ascending order. Because each of them entries in
index must be capable of storing any of the values 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1, the size
of index is mdlogme qubits. This step requires O(m logm) single-qubit
gates that can be applied in parallel with circuit depth O(1) ifm is a power
of 2. Otherwise, we can create an arbitrary uniform superposition using a
method from from [73].
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3.3.2 FY Blocks
Each FY block consists three stages: prepare choice, executed selected
swaps, and reset choice. The exact steps depend on the encoding of the
choice register; in particular, whether it is binary or unary.
We usem qubits (labelled 0, 1, . . . ,m), define
|null〉 = |0〉⊗m (3.4)
and encode
|`〉 = X` |null〉 , (3.5)
where X` is the Pauli X applied to the qubit labelled `. |`〉 is simply the
unary encoding of the value `.
An advantage of our encoding for choice is that the selected swaps re-
quire only single-qubit controls. A distinct disadvantage is an unnecessary
space overhead. While binary encoding would save some space, it would
also increase the time cost.
Prepare choice
Our preparation procedure has two stages. First, we prepare an alternative
unary encoding on k qubits Sk = 1√k (|10 . . . 0〉+ |110 . . . 0〉+ · · ·+ |1111 . . . 1〉).






















see Fig. 3.5. This is a total of k+ 1 gates, all of them applied sequentially.
Second, we need to translate Sk into the desired unary encoding. Each
|11 . . . 100 . . . 0〉 must be turned into |00 . . . 010 . . . 0〉. This can be accom-
plished with a series of CNOTs 3.5. Thus the total gate count and depth for
preparing choice are O(k) = O(m).
For the circuit for choice preparation, please see Figure 3.5.
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0 X . . .
1 Rk • . . . •




k − 1 . . . •
k . . . R1 •
Figure 3.5: Circuit for preparing the choice register at the beginning of
block FYk from [2]. See Eq. (3.7) for the definition of R`. First we prepare
Sk state (3.6) using a cascade of controlled rotations. Then we turn it into a
unary encoding through a series of CNOTs.
Selected Swap





where the swapped states are either in the index or the input registers
and controlled by the choice register. The unary encoding of c the choice
register allows for a simple implementation of SELSWAP; see Fig. 3.6.
Observe that only the first k+1 subregisters are involved of each choice,
index and input. For each i = 0, 1, . . . ,k, index[i] is of size dlogmewhereas
input[i] is of size dlogNe. Hence, the circuit consists of kdlogme+kdlogNe
ordinary 3-qubit controlled-SWAP gates that for the most part must be ex-
ecuted sequentially, see Fig. 3.6. This is the operation responsible for the
overhead compared to a classical swap. While the randomized FY algo-
rithm requires only one (random) swap of registers, the coherent SELSWAPk
has complexity O (m logN) for both gate count and depth.
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choice[0] • . . . • . . .




choice[k − 1] . . . • . . . •
choice[k] . . . . . .
index[0] / × . . . . . .
index[1] / × . . . . . .
...
. . .
index[k − 1] / . . . × . . .
index[k] / × × . . . × . . .
input[0] / . . . × . . .
input[1] / . . . × . . .
...
. . .
input[k − 1] / . . . . . . ×
input[k] / . . . × × . . . ×
Figure 3.6: Implementation of the two selected swaps SELSWAPk as part
of FYk, with the unary-encoded choice as the control register and index
and input as target registers. The figure is from [2]. As each wire of the
target registers stands for several qubits, each controlled-SWAP is to be
interpreted as many bitwise controlled-SWAPs.
Resetting choice register
Next, we need to erase the choice register at the end of each FY block. We
can reverse the computation because we previously executed swaps on both
index and input. The erasure is performed by scanning index to find out
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which value of kwas encoded into choice. We erase choice by applying
a NOT operation to choice[`] if index[`] = k. This can be expressed as
a multi-controlled-NOT, as illustrated by an example in Figure 3.7. The












dlog ηe − 1
Figure 3.7: Circuit for resetting choice register as part of iteration block
FYk from [2]. In this example k = 10 and the control sequence is its binary
encoding. The NOT erases choice[`] if index[`] = k.
For compiling multiple controls, see Fig. 4.10 in [81]. Each dlogme-
controlled-NOT can be decomposed into a network of O(logm) gates
(predominantly Toffolis) with depth O(logm). Because the k+ 1 multi-
controlled-NOTs (for ` 6 k 6 m − 1) can all be executed in parallel,
resetting the choice register thus requires a circuit with O(m logm) gates
but only O(logm) depth.
3.3.3 Disentangling index from input
The last task is to clean up and disentangle index from input by resetting
the former to the original state |0〉⊗mdlogme while leaving the latter in the
desired antisymmetrized superposition. The key observation is that the
element we moved (blue box in Fig. 3.2) is always the maximum from the
array truncated to position k. We can use this observation to reset index as
follows.
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We compare the value carried by each of the m subregisters input[`]
(labeled by position index ` = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1) with the value of each other
subregister input[` ′] (` ′ 6= `), thus requiring m(m − 1) comparisons in
total. Note that these subregisters of input have all size dlogNe. Each time
the value held in input[`] is larger than the value carried by any other of
the remaining m− 1 subregisters input[` ′], we decrease the value of the
corresponding `th subregister index[`] of index by 1. If the value carried by
input[`] is smaller than input[` ′], we do not decrement the value of index[`].
This way we identify the original position of the number currently encoded
at input[`] at thus the value in index[`] subregister. After accomplishing
all the m(m − 1) comparisons within the input register and controlled
decrements, we have reset the index register state to |0〉⊗mdlogme while
leaving the input register in the antisymmetrized superposition state.
The comparisons between the values of two subregisters of input (each
of size dlogNe) can be performed with O(logN) gates and O(log logN)
depth using a quantum comparison from Section 3.4.2. The oracle’s output
is used to control the ‘decrement by 1’ operation, after which the oracle is
used again to uncompute the ancilla holding its result.
Decrementing the value of the dlogme-sized index subregister index[`]
(for any ` = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1) by the value 1 can be achieved by a circuit
depicted in Figure 3.8.
Each decrement consists of a total of dlogme multi-controlled-NOTs.
Each multi-controlled-NOT involves n = dlogme− 1, . . . , 0 controls plus
the control on the qubit holding the result of the comparison. These gates
can be decomposed into O(n) Toffoli gates (see [81]), but the majority of
the involved Toffoli gates for different values of n will effectively cancel
each other out. The resulting cost is then O (logm) gates and no ancillae
since we can reuse qubits from choice register.
3.3.4 Complexity Analysis of the FY shuffle
Putting everything together, the overall circuit size for this step amounts to
O (m(m− 1) [logN+ logm]) predominantly Toffoli gates, which can then
be further decomposed into CNOTs and single-qubit gates (including T









|0〉 • • • |0〉
|0〉 • • • |0〉
|0〉 • |0〉
Figure 3.8: Circuit implementing ‘decrement by 1’ operation, applied to
index[`] subregisters of size dlogme from [2]. (a) Example form = 64. (b)
Decomposition into a network of O (logm) Toffoli gates using O (logm)
ancillae.
the overall gate count for this step, while its circuit depth is O(m2 log logN+
m2 logm).
3.4 Symmetrization Through Quantum Sorting
Our second approach to (anti)symmetrization uses a sorting algorithm.
Classically, sorting is not used as a part of a shuffle, because the FY shuffle
is more efficient. The situation is different for quantum algorithms, making
an approach utilizing a sort more appealing. Sadly, most well-known
classical algorithms are not well-suited for quantization. Quicksort’s worst
case runtime, m2 applies every time if run in superposition. A standard
recursive application of merge sort requires a large space overhead. Other
algorithms, for example, heapsort, implement operations whose position
depends on values stored in the registers. This overhead is analogical
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to selected swaps in FY shuffle. In this Section, we show that sorting
networks are well-suited for quantum algorithms and give detailed circuits
to implement them.
Quantum sort can speed up the preparation of a symmetrization and
antisymmetrization of sequences. Sorting for antisymmetrization was
originally proposed in [170], but has complexity O(m2 logN) and is not
optimized for depth.
The algorithm that we describe now has the complexity O(m logm logN)
and depth O(logm log logN). We first review the four main steps and then
explain them in detail:
1. Prepare seed. Let η > m2. In this step, we prepare an ancillary
register called seed in an even superposition of all possible length-m
strings of the numbers 0, 1, . . . ,η − 1 in binary encoding. If η is a
power of two, preparing seed consist of the Hadamard transform.
2. Sort seed. Sort seed using a quantum sorting network. This requires a
modification of a sorting network that encoded the performed swaps
in a second ancillary register called record. Comparing numbers is
also performed coherently and can be parallelized. There are several
known sorting networks with polylogarithmic runtime, as we discuss
below.
3. Delete collisions from seed. At this point, we need to remove re-
peated entries from seed. Due to the choice of η, repetitions are
rare as a consequence of the birthday paradox. As we consider only
permutations without repetition, we need to identify and delete the re-
peats. We further prove that the resulting state of seed is disentangled
from record, meaning seed can be discarded after this step.
4. Apply the reverse of the sort to target. Using the comparator values
stored in record, we apply each step of the sorting network in reverse
order to the sorted array target. The resulting state of target is an
evenly weighted superposition of each possible permutation of the
original values. If we wish to include a −1 phase for each permutation,
we can apply a Z gate after each swap.
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Step 4 is the key step for preparing a symmetric superposition. Having
prepared (in Step 1-Step 3) a record of the in-place swaps needed to sort a
symmetrized, collision-free array, we undo each of these swaps in turn on
the sorted target. We demonstrate the algorithm on an example in Fig. 3.9.
In the next Section, we explain sorting networks and their implementa-
tion on a quantum computer. Then, we show how to compare two numbers
coherently, which is an elementary operation necessary in sorting. In the
next Subsection 3.4.3, we explain Step 3, Delete collisions. We conclude
this section by connecting all the components and computing the complex-
ity of our algorithm.
We employ a sorting network, a sorting method used in hardware,
because sorting networks have comparisons and swaps at a fixed sequence
of locations.
3.4.1 Quantum Sorting Network
Sorting networks are logical circuits that consist of wires carrying values
and comparator modules applied to pairs of wires, that compare values
and swap them if they are not in the correct order, see Fig. 3.10. They
were developed for sorting on a hardware level. Sorting networks are
data-oblivious, meaning that performed operations do not depend on the
input which makes them ideal for implementation in quantum computers.
Wires represent bit strings (integers stored in binary) in classical sorting
networks and qubit strings in their quantum analogs. A classical compara-
tor2 is a sort on two numbers. In other words, on an ordered pair of inputs
A and B, a comparator implements the transformation
comparator ([A,B]) = [min(A,B), max(A,B)] , (3.9)
producing an ordered pair of A, B in increasing order. A quantum com-
parator is its reversible version where we record whether the items were
already sorted (ancilla state |0〉) or the comparator needed to apply a swap
(ancilla state |1〉); see Figure 3.11.
2The name comparator can be somehow misleading because this step involves a
conditional step in addition to the comparision. Nevertheless, this is is the term used in
the literature.
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Steps Prepare seed, Sort seed, and Delete collisions from seed
→ |0〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |0〉 |no swap〉 → ((((((
((
|0〉 |0〉 |no swap〉
→ |0〉 |1〉 → |0〉 |1〉 |no swap〉 → |0〉 |1〉 |no swap〉
→ |0〉 |2〉 → |0〉 |2〉 |no swap〉 → |0〉 |2〉 |no swap〉
→ |0〉 |3〉 → |0〉 |3〉 |no swap〉 → |0〉 |3〉 |no swap〉
→ |1〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |1〉 | swap 〉 → |0〉 |1〉 | swap 〉
→ |1〉 |1〉 → |1〉 |1〉 |no swap〉 → ((((((
((
|1〉 |1〉 |no swap〉
→ |1〉 |2〉 → |1〉 |2〉 |no swap〉 → |1〉 |2〉 |no swap〉
→ |1〉 |3〉 → |1〉 |3〉 |no swap〉 → |1〉 |3〉 |no swap〉
|0〉 |0〉 → |2〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |2〉 | swap 〉 → |0〉 |2〉 | swap 〉
→ |2〉 |1〉 → |1〉 |2〉 | swap 〉 → |1〉 |2〉 | swap 〉
→ |2〉 |2〉 → |2〉 |2〉 |no swap〉 → ((((((
((
|2〉 |2〉 |no swap〉
→ |2〉 |3〉 → |2〉 |3〉 |no swap〉 → |2〉 |3〉 |no swap〉
→ |3〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |3〉 | swap 〉 → |0〉 |3〉 | swap 〉
→ |3〉 |1〉 → |1〉 |3〉 | swap 〉 → |1〉 |3〉 | swap 〉
→ |3〉 |2〉 → |2〉 |3〉 | swap 〉 → |2〉 |3〉 | swap 〉
→ |3〉 |3〉 → |3〉 |3〉 |no swap〉 → ((((((
((
|3〉 |3〉 |no swap〉
The resulting state on
seed and record.
(






Step Apply the reverse








|4〉 |7〉+ |7〉 |4〉
)
|0〉
Figure 3.9: Example of the symmetrization by sorting for N = 4 and m = 2.
Steps 1-3 operate only on ancillary registers seed and record and aim to
prepare the desired superposition in record. In step 4 (last box), we use
record and a reverse sort to symmetrize the data stored in target.
The key feature of sorting networks is that the positions of comparators










Figure 3.10: A simple sorting network from [171]. The sorting network on 4
inputs on the left hand side that consists of five “comparators”, elementary
components that compare two numbers and potentially swap them, see
Fig. 3.11. The right-hand side figure demonstrates how to sort the input
3-2-4-1 in this network.
A • A / • × min(A,B)
B • = B / • × max(A,B)
|0〉 A > B •
Figure 3.11: The standard notation for a comparator is indicated on the
left-hand side from [2]. Its implementation as a quantum circuit is shown
on the right. In the first step, we compare two inputs with values A and B
and save the outcome (1 if A > B is true and 0 otherwise) in a single-qubit
ancilla. In the second step, conditioned on the value of the ancilla qubit,
the values A and B in the two wires are swapped.
comparisons in heap sort. This makes sorting networks viable candidates
for quantum computing. Many of the sorting networks are also highly par-
allelizable, thus allowing low-depth, often polylogarithmic, performance.
Applications of sorting networks in quantum algorithms has previously
been considered in Refs. [142, 172, 173].
Our algorithm allows for any choice of sorting network. Several stan-
dard sort algorithms, for example, the insert and bubble sorts, can be
represented as sorting networks. However, these algorithms have inferior
time complexity and depth. More efficient runtime can be achieved, for
example, using the bitonic sort [174,175], which is illustrated for 8 inputs in
Figure 3.12. The bitonic sort uses O(m log2m) comparators and O(log2m)
depth, thus achieving an exponential improvement in depth compared
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to conventional sorting techniques. Similar performance can be obtained
using an odd-even mergesort [174].
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
Figure 3.12: Example of a classical bitonic sort on 8 inputs from [2]. Com-
parators in each dashed box can be applied in parallel for depth reduction.
A quantum version of of the bitonic sort uses the same order of swaps with
comparators defined in Fig. 3.11.
The asymptotically best sorting networks have depth O(logm) and
complexity O(m logm), though there is a large constant which means they
are less efficient for realistic m [176, 177]. There is also a sorting network
with O(m logm) complexity with a better multiplicative constant [178],
though its depth is O(m logm) (so it is not logarithmic).
For a small number of inputs to be sorted (up to m = 20), very tight
bounds have been derived for optimized circuit depth as well as the overall
number of comparators. Knuth [169] and later Codish et al. [179] gave
networks for sorting up to 17 numbers that were later shown to be optimal
in depth, and up to m 6 10 also optimal in the number of comparators.
Optimizations for up to 20 inputs have recently been achieved, see Table 1
in [179]. For illustration, the best known sorting networks for 20 numbers
require depth 11 and 92 comparators, with lower bounds reported as 10
and 73 respectively. More extensive sorting networks can be built up by
an in-place merging of smaller sorting networks, but the construction is
sub-optimal.
Assume that a quantum sorting network hasm wires, where each wire
represents a quantum register with d qubits (i.e., d = logN). We can obtain
the resource requirements for a quantum sort by taking a (classical) sorting
network and multiplying its resources in terms of comparators by those
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needed for a quantum comparator. A quantum comparator consists of a
procedure for comparing two numbers explained in Section 3.4.2 and a
controlled swap on registers of size d, see Fig. 3.11.
3.4.2 Quantum Comparator
Here we describe how to reversibly implement the comparison of the value
held in one register with the value carried by a second equally-sized register,
and store the result (larger or not) in a single-qubit ancilla.
We need to use it for implementing the comparator modules of quantum
sorting networks as well as in our antisymmetrization approach based on
the quantum FY shuffle. We first explain a straightforward method for
comparison with depth linear in the length of the involved registers. In the
second step, we then convert this prototype into an algorithm with depth
logarithmic in the register length using a divide and conquer approach.
Let us compare two values A and B encoded as binaries in two equally
sized registers, A and B. Intuitively, we can compare the registers in a bit-by-
bit fashion, starting with their most significant bits and going down to their
least significant bits. At the very first occurrence of an i such that A[i] 6= B[i],
i.e., either A[i] = 1 and B[i] = 0 or A[i] = 0 and B[i] = 1, we know that A > B
in the first case and A < B in the second case. If A[i] = B[i] for all i, then
A = B.
If we are performing this comparison in superposition, we no longer
have the option of stopping once we found the point of difference. Hence,
we employ two ancillary registers denoted A ′ and B ′, that each consist of
d qubits initialized |0〉⊗d. These registers will encode the results of the
comparison. All the bitwise comparisons except for the first one will be
conditioned on the values stored in A ′ and B ′. Once we found the most
significant bit where A[i] 6= B[i], we flip the bit into 1 in A ′ if A > B or flip
the bit into 1 in B ′ if B > A. This means that the results of all remaining
comparisons is insignificant and should not be recorded. Instead, we carry
the result of the comparison of the most significant bits all the way to the
least significant bit and use it for reading the result.
We illustrate the naive comparison protocol on an example in Table 3.1.
While this algorithm works, it has the drawback that the bitwise compari-
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Register i=0 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 i=7 i=8
A 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
B 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
A ′ 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
B ′ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: Example illustrating the idea of reversible bitwise comparison.
The index i labels the bits of the registers. At i = 0 we compare the most
significant bits A[0] and B[0], and write 1 into ancilla A ′[0] if A[0] > B[0],
or write 1 into ancilla B ′[0] if A[0] < B[0]. In our example, the ancillas
remain as 0. While both A ′[i− 1] and B ′[i− 1] are zero, we keep comparing
the numbers bit by bit encoding the result into A ′[i] and B ′[i]. The first
occurrence of A[i] 6= B[i] is for i = 4, at which stage the value of ancilla A ′[4]
is switched to 1, as A[4] > B[4]. For the remaining steps, the remaining bits
of A and B will not be compared anymore. Instead, in each step we flip
each remaining bit of A ′ to 1, whereas all bits of B ′ remain 0. Thus, the last
bit of A ′ will be 1 while B ′[8] is 0, implying A > B.
son is conducted sequentially, which results in circuit-depth scaling O(d). It
also uses more ancilla qubits than necessary.
We can reduce the number of ancillae and the depth of the algorithm
with a divide-and-conquer approach. Let us split the register A into two
parts: A1 consisting of the first approximately d/2 bits and A2 consisting of
the remaining approximately d/2 bits. Split register B in the very same way
into subregisters B1 and B2. We can then determine which number is larger
(or whether both are equal) for each pair (A1,B1) and (A2,B2) separately
in parallel (using an unspecified method) and record the results of the two






2). The least significant bits
of these four ancilla registers can be then used to deduce whether A > B
or A < B or A = B with just a single bitwise comparison. Thus, we effec-
tively halved the depth by dividing the problem into smaller problems and
merging them afterward. This approach can be also be used for comparing
subregisters, giving a recursive algorithm. We now explain its bottom-up
implementation.
First, slice A and B into pairs of bits – the first slice contains A[0] and
A[1], the second slice consists of A[2] and A[3], etc., and in the very same
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way for B. The critical step takes the corresponding slices of A and B and
overwrites the second bit of each slice with the outcome of the comparison.
We ignore the first bit of each slice and store the comparison results stored
in the second bits. Therefore, the second bits become the next layer on
which bitwise comparisons are performed again. We denote the i’th bit
forming the registers of the jth layer by Aj[i] and Bj[i]. The original registers
A and B correspond to j = 0: A0 ≡ A and B0 ≡ B. The part of the circuit
that implements a single bitwise comparison is depicted in Figure 3.13. We
denote the corresponding transformation ‘COMPARE2’, such that it takes
two bits from Aj and two bits of Bj registers and sortes the outcome of the
comparison in the bits Aj+1[i],Bj+1[i] storing the comparison result. Note
that the comparison can be performed in place with the use of a single
ancilla.
x1 • • temp
y1 • × temp
x0 × x′
y0 • × • y′
|1〉 × temp
Figure 3.13: The input pair is (x,y) = (x0 + 2x1,y0 + 2y1). The output
pair is (x′,y′) and will satisfy sign(x′ − y′) = sign(x− y). Output qubits
marked “temp” store values that are not needed, and are kept until a later
uncompute step where the inputs are restored. Each Fredkin gate within
the circuit can be computed using 4 T gates and (by storing an ancilla
not shown) later uncomputed using 0 T gates [91, 180]. This circuit was
previously published in [2].
At each step, comparisons of the pairs of the original arrays can be
performed in parallel, and produce two new arrays with approximately
half the size of the original ones to record the results. Thus, at each step,
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we approximately halve the size of the problem, while using a constant
depth for computing the results. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 3.14.
This procedure is repeated for dlogde steps until registers Afin := Adlogde and
Bfin := Bdlogde both of size 1 have been prepared.
The parallelized algorithm is perfectly suited for comparing arrays
whose length d is a power of 2. If d is not a power of 2, we can either
pad A and B with 0s prior to their most significant bits without altering
the result, or introduce comparison of single bits (using only the first two
gates from the circuit in Figure 3.13 with targets on Aj+1 and Bj+1 registers
respectively).
Formally, we can express our comparison algorithm as follows, here
assuming d to be a power of 2:
Low-depth comparison
for j = 0, . . . , logd− 1 do








The key feature of this algorithm is the parallelization of all the op-
erations of the inner loop. Since one application of COMPARE2 requires
only constant depth and a constant number of operations, our comparison
algorithm requires only depth O(logd).
The above-constructed comparison algorithm can be used to output a
result that distinguishes between A > B, A < B and A = B. Its reversible
execution results in the ancillary single-qubit registers Afin and Bfin generated
in the very last step of the algorithm holding information about which
number is larger or whether they are equal. Indeed, Afin[0] = Bfin[0] implies
A = B, Afin[0] < Bfin[0] implies A < B, and Afin[0] > Bfin[0] implies A > B.
The three cases are separated into three control qubits by using the circuit
shown in Figure 3.15. These individual control qubits can be used to control
further conditional operations that depend on the result of the comparison.
After the output bit has been produced, we reverse the comparison
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1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0

















Figure 3.14: Parallelized bitwise comparison. Notice that each step reduces
the size of the problem by approximately one half, while using a constant
depth for computing the results.
algorithm to clean all the ancillary registers and restore the input registers
A and B.
The actual comparison of two numbers thus takes as inputs two size-d
registers A and B (holding values A and B) and a single-qubit ancilla q
initialized to |0〉. It reversibly computes whether A > B is true or false by
executing the parallelized comparison process presented above. It copies
the result (which is stored in Afin) to ancilla q. It then executes the inverse
of the comparison process. It outputs A and B unaltered and the ancilla
q holding the result of the oracle: q = 1 if A > B and q = 0 if A 6 B.
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x • x
y • • x=y
|0〉 • x<y
|0〉 x>y
Figure 3.15: A circuit that determines if two bits are equal, ascending, or
descending from [2]. When the comparison is no longer needed, the results
are uncomputed by applying the circuit in reverse order.
As shown, this oracle has circuit size O(d) but depth only O(logd) and a
T-count of 8d+O(1).
The second part of the comparator consists of conditional swaps on two
registers of size d. Since all the single-bit swaps are conditioned on the same
ancilla qubit, it may appear that these swaps should be applied sequentially,
which would imply depth scaling O(d). However, the conditional swaps
can also be parallelized by first copying the bit of the ancilla holding the
result of the comparison to additional ancillae initialized in |0〉 states. Such
an expansion of the result to d copies can be attained with a parallelized
arrangement of O(d) CNOTs but with circuit depth only O(logd). After
copying, all the d controlled elementary swaps can then be executed in par-
allel (by using the additional ancillae) with circuit depth only O(1). Next,
the d− 1 additional ancillae used for holding the copied result of compari-
son are uncomputed again, by reversing the copying process. While this
procedure requires O(d) ancillary space overhead, it optimizes the depth.
The overall space overhead of the quantum comparator is also O(d).
Taking d = dlogNe (the largest registers used in Step 4 of our sort-
based antisymmetrization algorithm), conducting the quantum bitonic sort,
for instance, thus requires O(m log2(m) logN) elementary gates but only
O(log2(m) log logN) circuit depth.
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Similar scaling can be achieved using an algorithm from Draper et
al. [181]. As presented, our work uses slightly fewer Toffoli gates and
ancillae compared to [181]. However, the number of CNOTs and overall
depth are larger.
3.4.3 Analysis of ‘Delete Collisions’ Step
In this Section, we explain how repeated items (collisions) can be deleted
from seed. This step is non-deterministic and involves a measurement.
We have to show that our algorithm is highly likely to succeed because
collisions are relatively rare for a given set of parameters. If this part fails,
we can restart the algorithm and repeat steps 1-3. We require that the
chance of failure is at most 12 ; therefore, the expected number of runs of
steps 1-3 is at most 2. Additionally, because we want to uncompute record
during the final step of our algorithm, we have to show that the resulting
state of seed is disentangled from record.





|`0, . . . , `m−1〉 . (3.10)
The state (3.10) can be decomposed into a part with no repetitions and
one when repetitions occur. Clearly, these two subspaces are mutually
orthogonal.
To show that the probability of success is high, we need to compute the
support of (3.10) on the subspace with no repetitions. This task is exactly
opposite to the birthday problem [182]; we want the likelihood of `i = `j
for any i 6= j to be small.
Comparing the number of permutations without and with repetitions
(just as for the generalized birthday problem), we can show that the norm






















which is more than 1/2 for η > m2.
To detect the repetitions in our algorithm, we need to compare the
values of `i in seed. It is advantageous to perform the comparisons in
Step 3 after sorting the registers because then it is only necessary to check
adjacent entries. Sorting does not affect whether there are repetitions. The
repetition-free outcome can be achieved after fewer than two attempts on
average. One can improve the success probability by using a larger η or by
using amplitude amplification.
We are left to show that seed is not entangled with record after Step
3. After Step 1, the state of seed⊗ record projected to the repetition-free




|σ (`0, . . . , `m−1)〉seed |ι〉record . (3.13)
The register record will encode the performed permutation, in terms of
performed swaps, applied to seed. At this stage, record is initialized to the
identity permutation denoted as ι.
In Step 2, we sorted seed by applying a series of swaps σ1, . . . ,σT which
we recorded in record. Since the swaps were intentionally chosen to order
the elements in seed, we effectively uncompute the initial permutation σ.
Formally,
σT ◦ · · · ◦ σ1◦ = σ−1. (3.14)
Note that the repetitions-free subspace is closed under sorting. There-
fore, we do not need to consider repeated elements in this analysis.










|`0, . . . , `m−1〉seed
∑
σ∈Sm
|σ1, . . . ,σT 〉record (3.16)
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In Step 3, we can flag and eliminate repetitions which leaves us with
the state in Eq. (3.16). Notice that the states in registers seed and record
are not entangled. Since we only need the state in record, see Fig. 3.9, we
can safely discard seed.
3.4.4 Complexity Analysis of the Shuffle via Sorting
We now give the complexity of the shuffle via sorting by collecting the com-
plexities of its components. Assuming we use an asymptotically optimal
sorting network, the circuit depth for our algorithm is O(logm log logN)
and the gate complexity is O(m logm logN). The dominant cost of the
algorithm comes from Step 2 and Step 4, each of which has O(m logm)
comparators that can be parallelized to ensure the sorting network ex-
ecutes only O(logm) comparator rounds. Each comparator for Step 4
has a complexity of O(logN) and a depth of O(log logN), as we show in
Sec. 3.4.2. The comparators for Step 2 have complexity O(logm) and depth
O(log logm), which is less because m < N. Thus Step 2 and Step 4 each
have gate complexity O(m logm logN) and runtime O(logm log logN).
The other two steps in our algorithm have smaller cost. Step 1 has con-
stant depth and O(m logm) complexity. Step 3 requires O(m) comparisons
because be only need to compare adjacent registers on seed after sorting.
These comparisons can be parallelized over two rounds, with complexity
O(m logm) and circuit depth O(log logm). Then the result for any of the
registers being equal is computed in a single qubit, which has complexity
O(m) and depth O(logm). Thus the complexity of Step 3 is O(m logm)
and the total circuit depth is O(logm). Thus, our algorithm has an expo-
nential improvement in depth over the proposal in Refs. [170, 183]. We also
have a quadratic improvement in gate complexity, which is Õ(m) for our
algorithm but Õ(m2) for Refs. [170, 183].
The depth of our algorithm is likely optimal for symmetrization, at
least in terms of the m scaling. Symmetrization takes a single computa-
tional basis state and generates a superposition ofm! computational basis
states. Each single-qubit operation can increase the number of states in
the superposition by at most a factor of two, and two-qubit operations
can increase the number of states in the superposition by at most a factor
of four. Thus, the number of one- and two-qubit operations is at least
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log2(m!) = O(m logm). In our algorithm, we need this number of opera-
tions between the registers. If that is true in general, then m operations can
be parallelized, resulting in minimum depth O(logm).
Our quoted asymptotic runtime and gate complexity scalings assume
the use of sorting networks that are asymptotically optimal. However,
these algorithms have a large constant overhead making it more practical
to use an odd-even mergesort, leading to depth O(log2m log logN). Note
that is possible to obtain complexity O(m logm logN) with a better scaling
constant using the sorting network of Ref. [178] but worse depth. All
together, we can summarize our results in the theorem below:
Theorem 5 (Quantum shuffle)
Define a quantum shuffle as the transformation
|r1 · · · rm〉 →
∑
σ∈Sm
|σ (r1, · · · , rm)〉 , (3.17)
where 0 < r1 < r2 · · · < rm < N are encoded in binary and σ iterates over the
permutations. The quantum shuffle can be performed using O(m log2m logN)
gates and depth O(logm log logN).
3.5 Applications
The need for a quantum shuffle arises in the state preparation problem in
quantum chemistry with first quantization as outlined in Fig. 3.16.
State preparation is the first step for eigenstate (and particularly ground
state) preparation algorithms. The goal of this step is to prepare a state that
has a significant overlap with the ground state. The state is specified by
listing the orbital for each fermion. Note that we described the algorithm as
working on a state in the computational basis but a superposition of states
is also possible. We can index the orbitals as 0 toN1. Since the number of
orbitals is typically much larger than the number of fermions m, we can
perform the Delete collisions step correctly. Since it represents fermions, the
state must be completely antisymmetric (exchanging two fermions leads to























Figure 3.16: An overview of an algorithm for quantum chemistry in the
first quantization based on the proposal [183]. The goal of this algorithm is
to compute the ground state energy of a given Hamiltonian. The diagram
presents the steps of the algorithm left to right. The algorithm works by
first preparing a state that has a nontrivial overlap with the ground state
and then using a version of phase estimation from Sec. 2.2.2 to extract the
ground state energy. The state preparation phase consists of preparing a
superposition of ordered states |r1 · · · rm〉 and their subsequent antisym-
metrization. This fermionic state is then used in phase estimation with
Hamiltonian simulation used for the unitary U. If phase estimation fails to
produce the desired state, the whole procedure is restarted using the same
parameters.
Abrams and Lloyd [183] proposed the first algorithm for preparing
a completely antisymmetric state. First, we prepare an unsymmetrized
state |r1, . . . , rm〉 where 0 6 r1 6 r2 6 · · · 6 rm < N, or a superposition of
such states. Then, they use sorting and un-sorting for antisymmetrization.
However, they suggest using Heapsort, whose quantum complexity is
m2 logm comparisons and do not go into implementation details.
Modification of the shuffle to prepare a completely antisymmetric state
one comes in Step 4 and can be accomplished by applying Z gates with
each swap. We select a target qubit in the input register – it does not matter
which. Then, for each ` = 0, 1, . . . ,k− 1, we apply a phase gate controlled
on position ` of choice to the target qubit. The result is that input has
picked up a phase of (−1) if choice specified a value strictly less than k.
The total number of gates is k = O(m), while the depth can be made O(1).
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Quantum sort and comparison has applications beyond symmetrization
and antisymmetrization. We utilized a quantum search in Chapter 4 to
produce a time ordering. A quantum comparison procedure introduced
here is essential for a black-box state preparation algorithm [116]. We used
a similar technique in Chapter 4.
3.6 Conclusion
To conclude this Section, we have presented an algorithm for symmetriz-
ing (or antisymmetrizing) a sorted, repetition-free quantum register. We
propose two algorithms to accomplish this case. The first one is a quantum
version of FY shuffle. While FY shuffle is classically optimal, its quantum
version requires linear overhead to replace random swaps with preparing
superposition over all possible swaps.
The second approach implements a shuffle by reversing a sort. The
choice of a sort presents the dominant cost of this algorithm. We suggest
using sorting networks for sorting in quantum hardware and devise circuits
for highly efficient sorting and comparison. The resulting asymptotical
gate count complexity and depth are, respectively, O(m logm logN) and
O(logm log logN). This constitutes a polynomial improvement in the first
case and exponential in the second case over previous work in Refs. [170,
183]. As in Ref. [183], our algorithm can be used for state preparation of a
fermionic wavefunction in first quantization.
Our algorithm requires that the input is always sorted in increasing or-
der. This assumption is easy to satisfy for the purposes for state preparation
but one may ask whether it is necessary. It is easy to see that our algorithm
fails if the input is not ordered – we will not be able to clean record.
We can modify our sort based shuffling algorithm to allow for different
types of ordering provided that the input is still in strict order and we
can construct an alternative comparator for this order. Then we can apply
the reverse sort in Step 4 with respect to this new order. We can easily
(anti)symmetrize input in decreasing order with the same complexity but





“Every moment before this one depends on this
one.”
Jonathan Safran Foer (Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close)
This chapter is based on the paper [3] and significantly overlaps with
its text. I contributed to all parts of the projects including the majority of
the writing.
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|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |ψ(t)〉 (4.1)
is one of the most famous equations in all of physics. It describes the time
evolution of a closed quantum system. We described in detail how to
solve it on a quantum computer in Section 2.3. The standard process of
analytically solving (4.1) (albeit exactly possible only for a few special cases)
is to find the eigenvalues Ej and eigenvectors
∣∣φj
〉
of the Hamiltonian and








While solving the Schrödinger equation classically is almost always very
difficult, using a time-dependent Hamiltonian is even more complicated. It
is possible to find the instantaneous eigenvalues and the eigenvectors; these
are however different for each time and Eq. (4.2) no longer applies.
The formal solution of the evolution under a time-dependent Hamilto-
nian can be written as








where T is the time ordering operator. Equation (4.3) can be interpreted as
the limit















Solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation analytically is in
practice almost always impossible. Dynamics of even a small system,
say a 12-spin, can exhibit rich behavior that depends on the change of
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the Hamiltonian. Many theoretical approaches have been developed to
approximate the evolution under a time-dependent Hamiltonian. The
adiabatic approximation [184, 185] can be used when the change of the
Hamiltonian is slowly varying.
Other approximations include the diabatic approximation and rotating
wave approximation. Nevertheless, the evolution under a general time-
dependent Hamiltonian is a computationally difficult problem that can be
only solved through numerical simulation (for a small system), or simulated
on a quantum computer. Let us first define the problem of simulating time
dependent Hamiltonians:
Problem 1 (The time-dependent Hamiltonian simulation problem)
Let H be a time-dependent Hamiltonian that can be expressed as a time-de-





l=0 αlHl(t), where L is polylogarithmic in the dimension of the Hilbert









for a finite time T , such that the maximum error in the final state, as quantified by
the trace distance, does not exceed ε.
4.2 Framework
4.2.1 Oracles
We consider two different representations of H(t): Hamiltonians that are
given by a d-sparse time-dependent Hermitian matrix (scenario 1) and
Hamiltonians that are time-dependent linear combinations of some time-
independent unitaries (scenario 2). While scenario 2 is already in the form
required by Problem 1, we show that scenario 1 can be expressed as a
linear combination of unitaries as well. The second scenario is also more
general than the first one but it can help us to benefit from an additional
structure of the Hamiltonians. For example, Hamiltonians in quantum
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chemistry, which is one of the main applications of quantum simulations,
fall into the second scenario because they are commonly expressed as linear
combinations of tensor products of Pauli matrices.
Our algorithms for both scenarios rely on the ability to express the
time-dependent Hamiltonian as a linear combination of efficiently imple-
mentable unitaries, similarly to [34]. Unlike [34], we need to include the
time-dependence in the decomposition. We can choose to add it either in
the coefficients or the unitaries. We show that either choice is possible and
the preferred approach depends on the structure of the Hamiltonian.
For d-sparse matrices we need compute the decomposition of the Hamil-
tonian into a sum of unitaries. As such, it is more practical to take the
unitaries to be time-dependent while making the coefficients in the decom-
position constant. In contrast, for cases where the Hamiltonian is already
given in the form of a sum of unitaries, we take the unitaries to be constant,
and the time dependence is solely in the coefficients. This form is natural
for applications such as quantum chemistry or adiabatic algorithms.
Let us now describe the oracles for both cases in more detail. In the first
scenario, access to a d-sparse Hamiltonian is provided through the oracles
Oloc |j, s〉 = |j,ν(j, s)〉 , (4.6)
Oval |t, i, j, z〉 =
∣∣t, i, j, z⊕Hij(t)
〉
, (4.7)
where ⊕ represents a bitwise XOR. The above equations are a time-depen-
dent analog of oracles (2.26) and (2.27) defined in Section 2.3. Here, ν(j, s)
gives the position of the s’th element in row j of H(t) that may be nonzero
at any time. Note that the oracle Oloc does not depend on time but Oval
does. Oracle Oval yields the values of non-zero elements at each instant of
time.
Furthermore, we say that a time-dependent HamiltonianH(t) is d-sparse
on the interval if the number of entries in any row or column that may be
nonzero at any time throughout the interval is at most d. This definition is
distinct from the maximum sparseness of the instantaneous Hamiltonians
H(t), because some entries may go to zero while others become nonzero.
(This definition of sparseness upper bounds the sparseness of instantaneous
Hamiltonians.)
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4.2.2 Enabling Oblivious Amplitude Amplification
Our algorithm for d-sparse matrices builds on the unitary decomposition of
a Hermitian matrix into equal-sized 1-sparse self-inverse parts introduced
in Lemma 4.3 in Ref. [135] that we explained in Sec. 2.3.4. The Hamiltonian






where the H`(t) are 1-sparse, unitary and Hermitian. The matrix entries
in H`(t) can be determined using O(1) queries according to Lemma 4.4 of
Ref. [135]. The single coefficient γ is time-independent, and so is the sum of
coefficients λ := Lγ in the decomposition. The value of γ should be chosen
as (see Eq. (24) in [135])
γ ∈ Θ(ε/(d3T)) (4.9)
to give a contribution to the error that is O(ε). The unitary decomposition







Hmax = maxt∈[t0,t0+T ] ‖H(t)‖max . (4.11)
We also define a norm for the derivative of the Hamiltonian
Ḣmax = maxt∈[t0,t0+T ] ‖dH(t)/dt‖ , (4.12)
where ‖ · ‖ indicates the spectral norm and ‖ · ‖max the max-norm.
In the second scenario, we assume that the Hamiltonian already has the





In this scenario, the H` are all unitary and time-independent, while each
α`(t) is assumed to be a real-valued differentiable function with modulus
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upper bounded by a known constant αmax > |α`(t)| for t ∈ [0, T ] and all
` ∈ {0, . . . ,L− 1}.
The condition α`(t) ∈ R can always be attained by decomposing any
complex-valued coefficient into its real and imaginary parts and including
the complex phase factor ±i in the associated unitary H`.
As in the first scenario, access to the Hamiltonian is provided through
oracles. We assume there is an efficient procedure to implement an oracle
Ounit that applies a single unitary from the decomposition (4.13) to the
system state according to
Ounit |`〉a |Ψ〉s = |`〉aH` |Ψ〉s . (4.14)
The particular unitary H` is selected by the index value ` held in an ancilla
register state |`〉a. In one important example, the H` are composed of tensor
products of Pauli matrices, in which case each such oracle query can be
implemented with O(L(n+ logL)) elementary gates; see [34]. However,
we do not bind ourselves to a specific implementation and quantify the
complexity only in terms of the number of oracle calls and the number of
additional gates. Furthermore, we assume access to the time-dependent
coefficients through a coefficient oracle defined as
Ocoeff |`, t, z〉 = |`, t, z⊕α`(t)〉 . (4.15)
More precisely, the oracle returns a truncated version of the target coef-
ficients as z⊕ α(ν)` (t), where z is a ν-bit integer encoded into a ν-qubit
register, and α(ν)` (t) := b2να`(t)c is a ν-bit fixed-point approximation to the
real value of α`(t).
The sum of the coefficients, λ(t) :=
∑L−1
`=0 α`(t), in the decomposition
(4.13) generally depends on time, which appears to be a problem for imple-
menting oblivious amplitude amplification [34]. Successful implementation
of oblivious amplitude amplification for a given interval requires that the
integral of λ(t) over that interval should be equal to ln 2. If we were to
perform oblivious amplitude amplification on this decomposition directly,
we would need to integrate λ(t) to find an appropriate length of the time in-
terval, which would increase the computational complexity. How could we
avoid this complication? In our construction, we alter the unitary decompo-
sition (4.13) such that the sum of the new coefficients is time-independent
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2 for ` = 0, . . . ,L− 1
αmax−α`−L(t)




H` for ` = 0, . . . ,L− 1
−H`−L for ` = L, . . . , 2L− 1 .
(4.18)
This new decomposition has 2L terms and the sum of its coefficients is by
construction time-independent and equal to λ = Lαmax. This allows us to
satisfy the condition that is sufficient for achieving the oblivious amplitude
amplification procedure globally for the entire time interval [t0, t0 + T ].
4.3 Algorithm Overview
Our algorithm consists of the following steps summarized in the dia-
gram 4.1.
4.3.1 Evolution Discretization
Our goal is to simulate the action of U in Eq. (4.3) within error ε. First,
we divide the total simulation time T into r time segments of length T/r.
Without loss of generality, we analyze the evolution induced within the
first segment and set t0 = 0. The simulation of the evolution within
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Entire Hamiltonian evolution






Same as segment 1















Figure 4.1: An overview of our algorithm. The top level shows the high-
level structure and each level below it explains how to implement the
corresponding block. We first divide the evolution into segments as out-
lined in Subsection 4.3.1. In each segment, we approximate the evolution
operator by a linear combination of unitaries, see Subsection 4.3.2, that can
be implemented using oblivious amplitude amplification. The oblivious
amplitude amplification is performed usingW,W† and R defined in (4.35)
and (4.34). While R can be trivially implemented,W requires several steps.
First, we need to prepare ancillary registers that encode the discretized
times (see Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2), and coefficients of the linear combi-
nation (see Subsection 4.4.3). Next, we apply the appropriate Hamiltonians
specified by the ancillary registers. Lastly, we reverse the preparation of
ancillae and repeat the entire process for the next segment.
the following segments is accomplished in the same way. The overall
complexity of the algorithm is then given by the number of segments r
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times the cost of simulation for each segment. To upper bound the total
simulation error by ε, we require the error of simulation for each segment to
be at most ε/r. By using an LCU technique, we can choose these segments
longer than for Trotterization algorithms [161].
We need a set of qubits to encode the time over the entire time interval
[0, T ]. It is convenient to take r to be a power of two, so there will be one set
of qubits for the time that encodes the segment number, and another set
of qubits that gives the time within the segment. The qubits encoding the
segment number are only changed by incrementing by 1 between segments,
which gives complexity O(r log r). If it is not possible to take r as a power
of two, one can choose the last segment to be shorter and use an ancilla to
perform oblivious amplitude amplification as in [135].
Let us now explain the key steps for decomposing the evolution into a
linear combination of unitaries. We approximate the evolution within the









dtH(tk) . . .H(t1) , (4.19)
where, for each k-th term in the Dyson series, T
∫T/r
0 dt (·) represents inte-
gration over a k-tuple of time variables (t1, . . . , tk) while keeping the times
ordered: t1 6 t2 6 · · · 6 tk. It is straightforward to show that the error of









Next, we discretize the integral over each time variable and approximate
it by a sum withM terms. For convenience, we may choose to takeM to be
a power of two. The time-dependent Hamiltonian is thereby approximated
by its values atM uniformly separated times jTrM identified by an integer






































where maxz indicates a maximum over that time interval.






. That is, the error in the k = 1 term for Ũ, and the error






. We remark that a slightly tighter bound in terms of a time-
average of Ḣ(t) rather than in terms of Ḣmax is possible, as was achieved
in [37]. Replacing all integrals by sums in expression (4.19) thus yields the









TH(tjk) . . .H(tj1). (4.22)
The overall error of the obtained approximation is thus























This expansion is analogous to truncated Taylor series explained in
Section 2.3.6. Unlike in the time-independent algorithm [127] presented in
Section 2.3.6, we need to preserve the correct order of Hamiltonians. We
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achieve this by introducing an additional multi-qubit control register called
time. This ancillary register is prepared in a certain superposition state
(depending on which approach we take). We use this register to sample
the Hamiltonian at different times in superposition while respecting time
ordering.
4.3.2 Linear Combination of Unitaries
Substituting the unitary decomposition, as defined in (4.8) or (4.16), into
(4.22), the approximation of the time-evolution operator takes the form
Ũ =
∑
j∈J βjVj. The index j is a multi-index and the coefficients βj comprise
information about both the time discretization and the unitary decomposi-




Mkk1!k2! . . . kσ!
θk (j1, . . . , jk) , (4.25)
V 1(k,`1,...,`k,j1,...,jk) := (−i)
k H`k(tjk) . . .H`1(tj1) , (4.26)
when dealing with Hamiltonians given by a sparse matrix (scenario 1)
giving decomposition (4.8), and
β2(k,`1,...,`k,j1,...,jk) :=
(T/r)k
Mkk1!k2! . . .kσ!
θk (j1, . . . , jk) α̃`k(tjk) . . . α̃`1(tj1),
(4.27)
V 2(k,`1,...,`k,j1,...,jk) := (−i)
k H`k . . .H`1 , (4.28)
when dealing with scenario 2 Hamiltonians given by decomposition (4.13),
where θk (j1, . . . , jk) = 1 if j1 6 j2 6 . . . 6 jk, and zero otherwise. The
quantity σ is the number of distinct values of j, and k1,k2, . . . ,kσ are the
number of repetitions for each distinct value of j. That is, we have the
indices j for the times sorted in ascending order, and we have multiplied
by a factor of k!/(k1!k2! . . . kσ!) to take account of the number of unordered
sets of indices which give the same ordered set of indices. The multi-index
set J is defined as
J1 := {(k, `1, . . . , `k, j1, . . . , jk) : k ∈ {0, . . . ,K}, `1, . . . , `k ∈ {0, . . . ,L− 1},
j1, . . . , jk ∈ {0, . . . ,M− 1}}, (4.29)
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or
J2 := {(k, `1, . . . , `k, j1, . . . , jk) : k ∈ {0, . . . ,K}, `1, . . . , `k ∈ {0, . . . , 2L− 1},
j1, . . . , jk ∈ {0, . . . ,M− 1}} . (4.30)
The only difference is the second has 2L rather than L, where we expanded
the sum to ensure the λ is independent of time. It will be convenient (though
not necessary) to take both L andM to be powers of two, so equal-weight
superpositions can be produced with tensor products of Hadamard gates,




We use a standard technique to implement linear combinations of uni-
taries (see Section 2.3.6) involving the use of an ancillary register to encode
the coefficients βj [135]. In the next section, we present two approaches to








as part of the LCU approach, where s :=
∑
j∈J βj. Analogously to the




|j〉〈j|a ⊗ Vj (4.32)
acts as
SELECT(V) |j〉a |Ψ〉s = |j〉a Vj |Ψ〉s (4.33)
on the joint ancilla and system states. This operation implements a term
from the decomposition of Ũ selected by the ancilla state |j〉a with weight βj.
Following the method in Ref. [34], we also define





SELECT(V) (B⊗ Is) . (4.35)
If Ũ were unitary and s 6 2, a single step of oblivious amplitude ampli-
fication could be used to implement Ũ. When Ũ is only approximately
unitary, with ‖Ũ−U(0, T/r)‖ ∈ O(ε/r), a single step of oblivious amplitude
amplification yields [34]
−WRW†RW |0〉a |Ψ〉s = |0〉a Ũ |Ψ〉s +O (ε/r) , (4.36)
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which is the approximate transformation we aim to implement for each
time segment.
The implementation of the unitary transformation W by a quantum
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It generalizes the LCU technique to time-
dependent decompositions. The circuit for scenario 1 is given in Fig. 4.2a
and the circuit for scenario 2 is depicted in Fig. 4.2b. In both scenarios, we
employ three auxiliary control registers in addition to the system register
holding the quantum state on which Hamiltonian evolution is applied.
The k register, which consists of K qubits, is used to hold the value of k
corresponding to the order in the truncated Dyson series encoded in unary.
In what follows, we denote the state
∣∣1k0K−k
〉
simply as |k〉. The time
register consists of K subregisters each of size logM. The time register
is prepared in a special superposition state |clock〉 that also involves the
k register. These registers are used for sampling the Hamiltonian at
different points at a time. Note that the same |clock〉 state and the two
alternative approaches to its preparation presented in Section 4.4.1 can be
used for both considered scenarios. Finally, the l register consisting of K
subregisters each of size logL is used to prepare the ancillary register states
commonly needed to implement the LCU technique. Its task is to select
which term out of the decomposition into unitaries is to be applied. As this
controlled selection ought to occur with amplitudes corresponding to the
weightings of the involved unitaries in the decomposition, the ancillary
l register states must also encode those amplitudes. All unitaries in the
decomposition (4.8) for scenario 1 have equal weight; thus only equal-
weight superpositions need to be prepared in the l register in this case.
For decompositions (4.13) of scenario 2 Hamiltonians, however, we need
to prepare superposition states that encode the amplitudes of the time-














α̃`(t) |t〉timek |`〉lk .
(4.37)
This is a controlled state preparation involving the k-th l-subregister
as target and the k-th time subregister as control, to be executed for
each k = 1, . . . ,K. By construction, PREP(α) encodes the coefficients
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of the altered (but equivalent) decomposition (4.16). These coefficients
have been introduced to achieve a time-independent sum of coefficients,
λ =
∑2L−1
`=0 α̃`(t) = Lαmax for all t ∈ [0, T ], in order to fulfill the condition
for oblivious amplitude amplification. While the new decomposition (4.16)
has twice as many coefficients as the original decomposition (4.13), the cost
of implementing the LCU method for the altered decomposition raises only
by one additional ancilla qubit, as the selection ranges ` = 0, . . . ,L− 1 and
` = L, . . . , 2L− 1 can be differentiated by conditioning on just a single qubit.
The SELECT(V) operation is implemented by a series of K controlled-
SELECT(H) transformations, whose action is given by
controlled-SELECT(H) |b〉kk |t〉timek |`〉lk |Ψ〉s
:= |b〉kk |t〉timek |`〉lk (−iH`(t))
b |Ψ〉s (4.38)
for decompositions (4.8) corresponding to scenario 1, and by
controlled-SELECT(H) |b〉kk |`〉lk |Ψ〉s := |b〉kk |`〉lk (−iH̃`)
b |Ψ〉s (4.39)
for decompositions (4.16) corresponding to scenario 2. Note that the control
on the timek register is only necessary in the case of sparse-matrix decom-
positions, but not for scenario 2 type Hamiltonians, since in the latter case
the individual unitaries H` in the decomposition are all time-independent.
The phase factor (−i)b has to be implemented separately by applying the
phase gate S† := |0〉〈0|+ (−i) |1〉〈1| to each qubit of the k register. Since the
value of k is encoded in unary, applying S on all K wires of the k register
results in the overall factor (−i)k.
4.4 Preparation of Auxiliary Registers
The algorithm relies on efficient implementation of the unitary transfor-
mation B, which acts on the composite ancilla registers k⊗ time⊗ l and
prepares a joint superposition state given in Eq. (4.31). This state prepa-
ration includes encoding the Dyson order k (in register k), the values
j1 6 · · · 6 jk specifying the ordered time instances (in register time), and
the index values `1, . . . , `k specifying the terms in the Hamiltonian decom-










kk . . . • . . . S†
...
kK . . . . . . • S†
t1 / • . . . . . .
...
tk / . . . • . . .
...
tK / . . . . . . •
|0 . . . 0〉 / . . . . . .
`1 / Had⊗ logL • . . . . . . Had⊗ logL
...
`k / Had⊗ logL . . . • . . . Had⊗ logL
...
`K / Had⊗ logL . . . . . . • Had⊗ logL
















kk . . . • . . . S†
...
kK . . . . . . • S†
t1 / • . . . . . . •
...
tk / • . . . . . . •
...
tK / • . . . . . . •
|0 . . . 0〉 / . . . . . .
`1 / Prep(α) • . . . . . . Prep(α)†
...
`k / Prep(α) . . . • . . . Prep(α)†
...
`K / Prep(α) . . . . . . • Prep(α)†







(b) Hamiltonian is given as a time-dependent linear combination of time-
independent unitaries (scenario 2).
Figure 4.2: Quantum circuit implementing the unitary transformation
W (see definition in Eq. (4.35)) for the two alternative scenarios from [3].
In both cases, W is composed of a SELECT(V) operation consisting of a
series of K controlled-SELECT(H) transformations sandwiched between the
operations B and B† for the preparation and its reverse of the auxiliary
register states required for implementing the LCU technique. The boxed
subroutine “prepare |clock〉” acting on k⊗ time is implemented either by
the compressed encoding approach outlined in Subsection 4.4.1, or by
using a quantum sorting network described in Subsection 4.4.2. Both
approaches require additional ancillae indicated by |0 . . . 0〉. The phase gate
S† = |0〉〈0|+ (−i) |1〉〈1| is used to implement the factor (−i)k as part of the
k-th order term of the Dyson series.
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the values, and with amplitudes that are the square roots of the weightings
β1(k,`1,...,`k,j1,...,jk)
or β2(k,`1,...,`k,j1,...,jk). As noted above, the main difficulty of
simulating time-dependent Hamiltonian dynamics is the implementation
of time ordering. This is achieved by a weighted superposition named
clock prepared as the joint state in the composite auxiliary control register
k⊗ time, which has been introduced in addition to the ancilla register l
used to implement the LCU technique in the time-independent case. Its
main purpose and task are to control sampling the Hamiltonian for differ-
ent instances of time in superposition in a way that respects the correct time
order. We here present two alternative approaches to efficient preparation
of such clock states in the composite k⊗ time register.
The first approach is based upon generating the intervals between
successive times according to an exponential distribution, in a similar way
as in Ref. [136]. These intervals are then summed to obtain the times.
Our second approach starts by creating a superposition over k and then
a superposition over all possible times t1, . . . , tk for each k. The times are
then reversibly sorted using quantum sorting networks [2, 142, 172] and
used to control ` as in the previous approach.
4.4.1 Clock Preparation Using Compressed Rotation Encod-
ing
To explain the first approach, it is convenient to consider a conceptually sim-
ple but inefficient representation of the time register. An ordered sequence
of times t1, . . . , tk is encoded in a binary string x ∈ {0, 1}M with Hamming
weight |x| = k, where 0 6 k 6 K. That is, if mj is the j’th value of m such
that xm = 1, then tj = mjT/(rM). This automatically forces the ordering
t1 < t2 < · · · < tk, omitting the terms when two or more Hamiltonians act
at the same time. The binary string x then would be encoded intoM qubits
as |x〉.
Now consider these M qubits initialized to |0〉⊗M, then rotated by a
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small angle, to give




















λT+rM and β :=
√
λT
λT+rM . The state |Ω〉 encodes the se-
quences of times when the Hamiltonians are applied in Eq. (4.22) in the


















. Recall that the Hamming weight |x| corresponds








to the higher-order terms omitted in the Dyson series. The amplitude µ







We choose K as in Eq. (4.24), and the choice r > λT implies µ2 = O(ε/r).
Since |Ω〉 includes only Hamming weights up to K, it contains highly
compressible strings. The lengths of the strings of zeros between successive
ones are stored in order to compress the string x. That is, a string x =
0s110s210s3 . . . 0sk10σ can be represented by the integers s1s2 . . . sk. There
is always a total of K+ 1 entries, regardless of the Hamming weight. In
addition, we encode the Hamming weight k in an additional register. Thus,
our encoding converts x into
Ξ |0s110s210s3 . . . 0sk10σ〉 = |s1 + 1〉 |s1 + s2 + 2〉 . . .








is a remnant of the construction as well as a padding for a
string with Hamming distance smaller than K. For example, for K = 4,




Eq. (17) from [136], we define a more complex encoding BKM as





αjβ |j+ σ〉+αq−σ |q〉





s |s〉+ αq |q〉 and we need to take q = M for the








The idea is that one prepares the state |φq〉K+1 (see Eq. (13) of [136])
which gives an exponential distribution. Encoding BKM |x〉 includes spacing




the necessary padding of |φq〉⊗(K−k). However, we require the absolute
times, rather than the differences between the times, as well as an additional
register encoding k. The state BKM |x〉 can be converted into Ξ |x〉 following
the steps 1 and 2 of Section 4.4 in [136]. First, one computes the absolute
position of 1’s by computing the prefix sums. Then, it is possible to identify
the register k+ 1 by finding the first register larger thanm using the term
in the bracket as an indicator of overflow following the same steps as
in [136]. The Hamming weight k is then recorded in an additional register.





4.4.2 Clock Preparation Using a Quantum Sort
In this section, we explain an alternative approach to implementing the
preparation of the |clock〉k⊗time state, which establishes time ordering via
a reversible sorting algorithm. This approach first creates a superposi-
tion over all Dyson series orders k 6 K with amplitudes proportional to(
ζk/k!
)1/2, where ζ := λT/(rM). It then generates a superposition over all
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possible k-tuples of times t1, . . . , tk for each possible value of k. To achieve
time-ordered combinations, sorting is applied to each of the tuples in the
superposition using a quantum sorting network algorithm.
The clock preparation requires logM qubits to encode each value tj
(via the integer j). As k 6 K, the time register thus consists of K logM
ancilla qubits. The value of k is encoded in unary into K additional qubits
constituting the k-register. Additionally, further O (Kpoly(logK)) ancillae
are required to reversibly perform a quantum sort. The overall space
complexity thus amounts to O (K logM+Kpoly(logK)).
Specifically, in the first step we create a superposition over the allowed
values of k in unary encoding by applying the following transformation to
K qubits initialized to |0〉:
















accounts for normalization. This
transformation can be easily implemented (see Section 4 of Ref. [72] for
details) using a series of O(K) controlled rotations, namely, by first rotating
the first qubit followed by rotations applied to qubits k = 2 to K controlled
by qubit k− 1. We use it to determine which of the times tj satisfy the
condition j 6 k.
Next, we wish to create an equal superposition over the time indices j.
The preparation can be performed via the Hadamard transforms H⊗ logM

















|j1, j2, . . . , jK〉 (4.47)
using O(K logM) gates. At this stage, we have created all possible K-tuples
of times without accounting for time-ordering. Note that this superposition
is over all possible K-tuples of times, not only k 6 K of them. We have a
factor ofMk/MK, but for any k in the superposition we ignore the times in




The next step is to sort the values stored in the time subregisters. Com-
mon classical sorting algorithms are often inappropriate for quantum al-
gorithms because they involve actions on registers that depend on the
values found in earlier steps of the algorithm. Sorting techniques that are
suitable to be adapted to quantum algorithms are sorting networks, because
they involve actions on registers in a sequence that is independent of the
values stored in these registers. We discussed methods for adapting sorting
networks to quantum algorithms in the Chapter 3.
For each |k〉 in the superposition (4.47), we only want to sort the values
in the first k subregisters of time. We could perform K sorts for each value
of k, or control the action of the comparators such that they perform the
SWAP only for subregisters with positions up to value k. A more efficient
approach is to sort all the registers regardless of the value of k, and also
perform the same controlled-swaps on the registers encoding the value of
k in unary. This means that the qubits encoding k still indicate whether the
corresponding time register includes a time we wish to use. The controlled
H`(t) operations are controlled on the individual qubits encoding k, and
will still be performed correctly.
There are many possible sorting networks we can use, for example, the
bitonic sort in Fig. 3.12. Since we need to record the positions of the first k
registers as well, we perform the same controlled-swap on the k-register
too. The bitonic sort requires O(K log2 K) comparisons, but there are more
advanced sorting networks that use O(K logK) comparisons [178]. That
brings the complexity of clock preparation to O(K logK logM) elementary
gates. Since each comparison requires a single ancilla, the space overhead
is O(K logK) ancillae.
4.4.3 Completing the State Preparation
To complete the state preparation, we transform each of the K l-subregisters
for encoding `1, . . . `K from |0〉 into specific superposition states, depending
on the representation of the given Hamiltonian.
In the sparse matrix scenario 1, we only need to prepare equal-weight
superposition states. If L is a power of two (as we already specified), a
Hadamard transform suffices. The complexity is then O(K logL) single-
qubit operations.
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In scenario 2, the target superposition states for the l-subregisters to be
encoding `1, . . . `K are given by (4.37). We propose preparing the required
target superposition states using a similar approach as in Ref. [116], namely
by transducing the computed values α̃`(t)/αmax (using the output of oracle
Ocoeff) into quantum amplitudes
√
α̃`(t)/αmax via ‘inequality testing’. Ac-
cording to that approach, the state preparation requires the use of several
registers. For each k = 1, . . . ,K, in addition to the lk subregister for en-
coding the index value `k to identify the coefficients in the decomposition
(4.16) and the timek subregister for encoding a particular time tk as part
of the |clock〉 state, we introduce two further registers named ‘coeffk’ and
‘refk’, each consisting of ν qubits. Here, ν is the number of bits used for the
ν-bit fixed-point approximations α̃[ν]` (t) := b2να̃`(t)/αmaxc. Finally, an ad-
ditional single-qubit ancilla called ‘flag’ is required to distinguish between
the two index ranges ` = 0, . . . ,L− 1 and ` = L, . . . , 2L− 1, and thus indicate











The state preparation by inequality testing can be outlined as follows.
For more details, see Ref. [116]. We first create uniform superpositions
in both the lk and the refk register. We then compute a ν-bit fixed-point
approximation α̃[ν]` (t) of the modified coefficient α̃`(t)/αmax at time t speci-
fied by the timek subregister. We obtain the value α̃
[ν]
` (t) by querying the
oracle Ocoeff defined in Eq. (4.15) and save it in register coeffk. These first
two steps can be formalized by the following state transformations:









|`〉lk |t〉timek |0〉coeffk |x〉refk |0〉flagk














Creating the uniform superpositions in the first step requires only ν+ logL
elementary gates. Computing α̃[ν]` (t) requires only one query to oracle
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Ocoeff. In addition, we need O (ν) gates to perform the arithmetic operations
needed to obtain α̃`(t)/αmax. To avoid having to perform generic division
(which requires O(ν2) gates), we can take the bound αmax to be a power of
2.
The state preparation then proceeds by applying the operation COMPARE
defined in Chapter 3 to the computational registers coeffk (holding a com-
puted coefficient value α̃[ν]` (t)) and refk (holding a value x ∈ {0, . . . , 2ν− 1})
and flagging the result of the comparison operation (inequality test) by the
flag qubit:


































2αmax on |0〉flagk , up to error O (2
−ν). This error must be




. Hence, creating the target
superposition states for all K subregisters requires O (K) oracle queries and
O (K [log (Kr/ε) + logL]) (4.50)
additional elementary gates. We do not need to implement the full algo-
rithm of Ref. [116] because we do not require erasing the ancillary registers
immediately or to perform amplitude amplification. Indeed, we can leave
the basis states |`〉 entangled with ancillae similar to state preparation for
LCU given in [73], although the latter is different from our approach in
that it uses a classical database for amplitudes rather than a quantum or-
acle. ’ The state given in Eq. (4.49) is already operationally equivalent
(up to error ε/(Kr)) to our target state (4.37), if we regard flagk as part
of an extended l-register, while we ignore the entangled registers coeffk
and refk. The entanglement with the latter registers does not affect the
subsequent controlled-SELECT(H) operations. Hence, the uncomputation
of registers coeffk and refk may indeed be deferred to the stage when
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reversing the above state preparation as part of B† after completing the
SELECT(V) operation.
Next, let us consider the states prepared as a result of these procedures.
In the first case, where we prepare the superposition of times by the com-
pressed rotations, we first prepare the state |φq〉⊗K+1, which contains the
separations between successive times, then add these to obtain the times.













The preparation of the registers encoding `1, . . . `K gives a factor of 1/LK/2
for both considered Hamiltonian models. For k < K, the registers past k
are not used, and the effective amplitude factor is thus 1/Lk/2. We obtain
the indices j1 to jk in sorted order without repetitions. This means that
the weightings of the terms in the sum are (γT/(rM))k/2 for scenario 1 and
(αmaxT/(rM))
k/2 for scenario 2. In Eq. (4.25), when there are no repetitions
the k1, . . . ,kσ are all 1. Therefore we have approximately the desired state
preparation from Eq. (4.31) with the correct weightings, and with s =
S/(1 − µ2). There is imprecision of O(ε/r) due to the additional term
weighted by µ, as well as imprecision due to the omitted repetitions, which
are bounded in Section 4.5 below.
For amplitude amplification to take one step, we require
s = S/(1 − µ2) 6 2. (4.52)
Note that it can be less than 2, and oblivious amplitude amplification can
still be performed in a single step using an ancilla qubit, as noted in the


















= eMζ = eλT/r. (4.53)
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Therefore, by choosing r > λT/ ln[2(1 − µ2)] we can ensure that s 6 2, and
a single step of amplitude amplification is sufficient. The value of µ2 is
O(ε/r), and therefore r = Θ(λT).
In the second case, where we obtain the superposition over the times
via a sort, the state is as in Eq. (4.47) except sorted, with information about
the permutation used for the sort in an ancilla. When there are repeated
indices j, the number of initial sets of indices that yield the same sorted
set of indices is k!/(k1!k2! . . . kσ!), using the same notation as in Eq. (4.25).
That means for each sorted set of j there is a superposition over this many
states in the ancilla with equal amplitude, resulting in a multiplying factor
of
√
k!/(k1!k2! . . . kσ!) for each sorted set of j.
As noted above, because the times tk+1 to tK are ignored, the factors of
M in the amplitude cancel. Similarly, when we prepare the state for the
registers encoding `1, . . . `K, we obtain a factor of 1/Lk/2. Including these
factors, and the factor for the superposition of states in the ancilla, we ob-
tain amplitude (γT/(rM))k/2/
√




k1!k2! . . . kσ! for scenario 2. Hence we have the desired
state preparation from Eq. (4.31) with the correct amplitudes, and the same
s.
We require s 6 2 for oblivious amplitude amplification to take one step.











= eMζ = eλT/r. (4.54)
Therefore, by choosing r > λT/ ln 2 we can ensure that s 6 2, and a single
step of amplitude amplification is sufficient. Note that it is convenient
to take r to be a power of two, so the qubits encoding the time may be
separated into a set encoding the segment number and another set encoding
the time within the segment. Hence, in either case we choose r = Θ(λT).
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4.5 Complexity Requirements
We now summarize the resource requirements of all the components of
the algorithm and provide the overall complexity. We start with elements
that are necessary for both scenario 1 sparse matrices and quantum type 2
Hamiltonians and then discuss the complexities of their unique parts.
The full quantum circuit consists of r successively executed blocks, one
for each of the r time segments. Since we took r = Θ(λT) for oblivious
amplitude amplification, the overall complexity is multiplied by a factor of
λT .
Each segment requires one round of oblivious amplitude amplification,
which includes two reflections R, two applications ofW and one application
of the inverse W†, as in Eq. (4.36). The cost of reflections is negligible
compared to that ofW. Hence, the overall cost of the algorithm amounts to
O(r) times the cost of transformationW, whose quantum circuit is depicted
in Fig. 4.2. For scenario 1, implementing W requires the procedure to
prepare the |clock〉 state and its inverse, 2K applications of H⊗ logL and K
controlled applications of unitaries H`(t). For scenario 2, implementing
W requires likewise preparing the |clock〉 state and the reverse of that
procedure, 2K applications of the controlled-PREP(α) subroutine, and K
controlled applications of unitaries H`.
Choosing K as in Eq. (4.24) yields error due to truncation for each
segment scaling as O(ε/r), and therefore total error due to truncation







Note that λ > Hmax implies that the condition r > HmaxT is satisfied, which
was required for deriving Eq. (4.24). Recall that λ = Lγ in scenario 1 and
λ = Lαmax in scenario 2.
In the case where the |clock〉 state is prepared using the compressed
form of rotations, the operation that is applied is a little different than
desired, because all repeated times are omitted. For each k, the proportion
of cases with repeated times is an example of the birthday problem and is
approximately k(k− 1)/(2M). Therefore, denoting by Ũunique the operation
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where Hmaxspec := maxt ‖H(t)‖. The error over r segments due to omitting




















Next we consider the gate complexity for the |clock〉k⊗time state prepa-
ration. In the case of the compressed rotation encoding, the complexity is
O (K logM), where we have used r ∈ Θ(λT). In the case where |clock〉k⊗time
is prepared with a quantum sort, the complexity is O (K logM logK).
4.5.1 Complexity for Scenario 1
Let us now consider the complexity of simulation of a Hamiltonian given
as a sparse matrix. The preparation of the registers `1, . . . , `k requires only
creating an equal superposition. As we discussed in Section 4.4.3, the
Hadamard transform in this stage requires O (K logL) elementary gates.
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Next, one needs to implement the controlled unitaries H`. Each con-
trolledH` can be implemented with O (1) queries to the oracles that give the
matrix entries of the Hamiltonian [135]. Since the unitaries are controlled by
O (logL) qubits and act on n qubits, each control-H` requires O (logL+n)
gates. Scaling withM does not appear here, because the qubits encoding
the times only serve as input to the oracles. As there are K controlled oper-
ations in each segment, the complexity of this step for a segment is O (K)
oracle queries and O (K(logL+n)) additional gates.
As the total cost for the entire simulation is obtained by multiplying the
cost per segment by the number r of all segments, the overall oracle query
complexity thus amounts to
O(λTK) . (4.60)
Here λ = Lγ and L is chosen as in Eq. (4.10) as Θ(d2Hmax/γ), so λ ∈









The overall complexity in terms of the additional gates is larger, and
depends on the scheme used to prepare the state |clock〉k⊗time. In the
case where the preparation is performed via the compressed encoding, we
obtain the complexity
O (λTK[logL+ logM+n]) . (4.62)
Regardless of the preparation approach, γ is chosen as in Eq. (4.9) as
Θ(ε/(d3T)). Moreover, L ∈ Θ(d5HmaxT/ε), whereas the first term in the
scaling forM in Eq. (4.59) is O(d2HmaxT/ε). This means that the first term
in Eq. (4.59) can be ignored in the overall scaling due to the logL, and we





















There is also complexity of O(r log r) for the increments of the register
recording the segment number, but it is easily seen that this complexity is
no larger than the other terms above.
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In the case where |clock〉k⊗time is prepared using a sorting network, we
obtain complexity
O (λTK(logL+ logM logK+n)) , (4.64)
withM given by Eq. (4.24).
Technically, this complexity is larger than that in Eq. (4.63), because of
the multiplication by logK. Nevertheless, preparation by a sorting network
may turn out to sometimes be advantageous in practice because the first
preparation requires a larger value ofM. This is because the compressed
encoding approach does not contain repeated times whereas the approach
by sorting networks does.
4.5.2 Complexity for Scenario 2
Let us now consider the cost of simulating the time evolution generated by
scenario 2 Hamiltonians. For each single time segment, we have 3× (2K)
applications of the controlled-PREP(α) operation as part of B and B† when
implementing W (or W†), which in turn must be applied three times for
achieving oblivious amplitude amplification. This requires O (K) queries to
Ocoeff. Furthermore, we have 3K controlled-SELECT(H) operations as part
of the SELECT(V) transformation that is involved three times in oblivious
amplitude amplification, which thus require O (K) queries to Ounit. Note
that the mentioned query complexities for Ocoeff and Ounit are additive.
Hence, the overall query complexity for the entire simulation over all r time
segments amounts to O (rK), which, by using r ∈ Θ(λT) and λ = Lαmax as








For each time segment, preparation of the auxiliary l-register states
requires O (K(logL+ log (rK/ε)) additional elementary gates, as displayed
earlier in Eq. (4.50). Furthermore, we need O(K) gates to implement the mi-
nus signs given in Eq. (4.18) as well as the the (−i)k factors occurring in the
Dyson series. Additional gate complexity comes from the preparation of the
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|clock〉k⊗time state, which is the same as for scenario 1. Preparation via com-









gates, where we have repeatedly used r ∈ Θ(λT). Using once more


























as the overall gate complexity in this case, where we again ignored the first
term in Eq. (4.59) in the overall scaling due to the occurrence of the larger
log (αmaxLT/ε) term. Observe that the last two additive terms logK and
logL in the brackets of Eq. (4.66) are also much smaller compared to the first
term; they have also been ignored in the formulation of Theorem 2. Simi-
larly, we obtain the gate complexity O
(







for implementations based on quantum sorting networks, which is slightly
larger due to the additional logK factor in the second term.
Scaling with n (i.e. with the number of system qubits) does not appear
in Eqs. (4.65) and (4.66), because the system qubits are just used as input
to the oracle Ounit (defined in Eq. (4.14)) as part of controlled-SELECT(H)
operations. The scaling with n is therefore hidden in the gate cost of
implementing that oracle.
4.6 Results
Let us summarize the results by stating the theorems for both scenarios.
Theorem 6 (Time-dependent Hamiltonian simulation for sparse matrices)
For a Hamiltonian H(t) given by a time-dependent d-sparse matrix, the generated
time evolution of a quantum system can be simulated for time T and within error






























Theorem 7 (Time-dependent Hamiltonian simulation for LCU)
For a HamiltonianH(t) given by a time-dependent linear combination of L unitary
terms, the generated time evolution of a quantum system can be simulated for time



























where αmax denotes a known global upper bound on the modulus of each of the L
time-dependent coefficients in the decomposition, implying Lαmax > Hmax.
4.7 Applications
Our algorithm can be used for a range of problems that require simulating
dynamics under a time-dependent Hamiltonian. We now outline several
specific applications.
Low and Wiebe recently proposed a new Hamiltonian simulation al-
gorithm in the interaction picture [37]. This algorithm uses simulation
of a time-dependent Hamiltonian as a subroutine. Taking a Hamiltonian
H = A+ B and the Schrödinger equation i∂t |ψ(t)〉 = (A+ B) |ψ(t)〉, we
can formulate the simulation problem in the interaction picture as
HI(t) = e
iAtBe−iAt, (4.71)
|ψI(t)〉 = eiAt |ψ(t)〉 , (4.72)
i∂t |ψI(t)〉 = eiAtBe−iAt |ψI(t)〉 , (4.73)
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where HI is the interaction picture Hamiltonian, |ψI(t)〉 a state in the in-
teraction picture and (4.73) the interaction picture Schrödinger equation.
Solving (4.73) requires time-dependent Hamiltonian simulation. Low and
Wiebe [37] proposed an approach for simulating time-dependent Hamilto-
nians simultaneously with us. They use a simpler method of preparing the
state representing the times by discarding times rather than sorting them.
This simplification results in a multiplicative factor in the gate complexity.
Interaction picture simulation is useful when ‖A‖  ‖B‖ and e−iAt is
straightforward to implement. Using the interaction picture then allows
us to reduce the complexity in terms of the norm of the Hamiltonian. This
approach is particularly useful for quantum chemistry where it allows for
a simulation with complexity sublinear in the number of orbitals [74].
The second application of time-dependent simulations is adiabatic com-
puting and quantum annealing. Adiabatic computation is performed by
preparing the ground state |ψ〉 of an “easy” Hamiltonian H0 and then
evolved under a slowly changing Hamiltonian
H(t) = tH1 + (1 − t)H0, (4.74)
where H1 is the Hamiltonian whose ground state we wish to prepare [186].
If the evolution is slow enough to satisfy the conditions of the adiabatic
theorem [187], one has a a good chance of preparing the ground state of
H1. These approaches are favored for heuristics for optimization problems.
Implementing them on a fault-tolerant circuit-based quantum computer
can allow for a higher accuracy than using an analog quantum annealer.
This implementation would simply consist of simulating the evolution
under a time-dependent Hamiltonian.
Our work can also be applied to state preparation. Adiabatic state
preparation is a popular choice for initializing quantum chemistry algo-
rithms [71]. In this case, one prepares an eigenstate of a simple Hamiltonian
and slowly (adiabatically) changes the Hamiltonian to the one of interest.
Lastly, there are many time-dependent phenomena that our algorithm
can simulate. One example is evolution of states under a time-dependent
electromagnetic field. In quantum chemistry and material science, we can




We have provided a quantum algorithm for simulating the evolution gen-
erated by a time-dependent Hamiltonian that is either given by a generic
d-sparse matrix or by a time-dependent linear combination of some effi-
ciently implementable unitary terms. For both scenarios, the complexity of
the algorithm scales logarithmically in both the dimension of the Hilbert
space and the inverse of the error of approximation ε. Our work presents
an exponential improvement in error scaling compared to techniques based
on Lie-Trotter-Suzuki expansion. We utilize the truncated Dyson series,
which is based on the truncated Taylor series approach by Berry et al. [34].
It achieves similar complexity, in that it has T times a term logarithmic in
1/ε. Interestingly, the complexity in terms of queries to the Hamiltonian is
independent of the rate of change of the Hamiltonian.
For the complexity in terms of additional gates, the complexity is some-
what larger and depends logarithmically on the rate of change of the Hamil-
tonian. The complexity also depends on the scheme that is used to prepare
the state to represent the times. If one uses the scheme as in Ref. [136],
which corresponds to a compressed form of a tensor product of small ro-
tations, then there is an additional error due to the omission of repeated
times. Alternatively, one could prepare a superposition of all times and sort
them, which eliminates that error, but gives a multiplicative factor in the
complexity. This trade-off means that different approaches may be more
efficient with different combinations of parameters.
Simultaneously with the publication of our algorithm, Low and Wiebe [37]
developed a similar algorithm for time dependent Hamiltonians also based
on LCU. Their algorithm is slower than ours by a multiplicative factor.
Even more recently, Berry et al. [188] came up with a new algorithm that
improved the dependence on the norm of the Hamiltonian. Their work
builds onto [149] and can provide more efficient algorithm for simulation
Hamiltonians whose norm significantly changes over time, for example in
scattering problems.
An interesting open question is whether the complexity could be im-
proved such that the factor of log(1/ε) is additive rather than multiplica-
tive, as in Ref. [35] for time-independent Hamiltonians. However, those
approaches do not appear directly applicable to the time-dependent case.
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5
Training and Tomography with
Quantum Boltzmann Machines
“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”
Richard Feynman
Machine learning (ML) has earned a prominent role in the tech industry
for its ability to train computers for complicated tasks without the need of
giving them explicit instructions. ML performs exceptionally well on tasks
with complex structure such as speech recognition [189–191], computer
vision [192–194] or even playing the board game Go [195–197]. Given its
importance for computing, it is natural to ask what can arise from the
confluence of ML and quantum computing.
In this chapter, we focus on quantum algorithms that learn from quan-
tum data. This chapter is based on our paper [4] and significantly over-
laps with it. I altered the text to suit an audience mostly unfamiliar with
Boltzmann machines. I included the Theorems 9 and 10 proved by my
co-authors but without the full statements of the proofs. My co-author also
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carried out the numerical analysis for tomography using relative entropy
in Section 5.6.5.
It should be noted that the success of a particular ML algorithm is
seldom determined by theoretical analysis alone. Instead, ML algorithms
are compared by running against each other on benchmark sets or by their
usefulness for practical tasks. Since we do not have quantum hardware
that can run QML algorithms, our situation is similar to the one of artificial
intelligence in the 60s. At the same time, the foundations of AI laid back
before ML became “practical” were crucial for guiding our thinking about
algorithm development. Similarly, there is value in foundations research in
QML.
5.1 Quantum Machine Learning
ML and quantum physics can overlap in several ways. There are many
results that apply (classical) ML techniques on quantum problems in
condensed-matter physics [198], quantum control [199] or discovering
physical concepts [200]. In these applications, ML is used to uncover the
properties of physical systems or devise models for complex phenomena.
Another avenue of research explores the implementation of ML algo-
rithms on quantum hardware. A number of results showed that quantum
computing can provide significant speedups for problems such as sup-
port vector machines (SVM) [201], nearest neighbor classification [202, 203],
boosting [204, 205] and many others [206–210]. However, loading and ac-
cessing large data sets in a quantum computer is problematic [211–213].
Nevertheless, there are still applications with polynomial speedup and
unexplored ways of combining ML with quantum computing techniques.
The last possible way of combining quantum computing and ML is
inventing quantum machine learning (QML) algorithms that run on a
quantum computer and are designed to process quantum data. In this setup,
quantum states are fed into a quantum computer for analysis directly from
an experiment or another quantum device. This area has a lot of potential
for speedups. To analyze the data classically, one needs to first perform
tomography whose complexity scales exponentially with the size of the
system. Quantum machine learning on quantum data might allow us
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to extract features from the system without performing full tomography.
While we do not expect universal exponential speedups in this area, it is
likely that using quantum machine learning will assist in quantum system
characterization and Hamiltonian learning [214, 215] for problems that
exhibit some structure. We summarize the types of quantum machine














clustering, fitting . . . This chapter
Figure 5.1: Different areas of QML. Our focus is on quantum algorithms
able to process quantum data. However, since classical data are a special
case of quantum ones, we show how to learn on them as well.
5.2 Boltzmann Machines
As the name of this chapter implies, we are interested in a particular neural
network called a Boltzmann machine (BM). The Boltzmann machine is
a physically motivated framework capable of generating new examples
“similar” to the training data [216], i.e. generative, unsupervised training
introduced in Appendix A1. The inspiration for Boltzmann machines
comes from statistical physics, particularly the Boltzmann distribution.
For readers unfamiliar with machine learning we recommend reading
Appendix A first and then continuing with this section.
Hinton [217] defines a Boltzmann machine as “a network of symmet-
rically connected, neuronlike units that make stochastic decisions about
whether to be on or of.” This network has two key features – a graph (or a
hypergraph1) and an energy function. Just as for general neural networks,
1A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph. While an edge in a graph connects two
vertices, a hyperedge in a hypergraph can connect any number of vertices.
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the information vector x is encoded in the vertices (called units) xi that can
take on values ±1. The units of a BM consist of visible units and optional
hidden units, similarly to other artificial neural networks.
The edges of the graph have been assigned weights such that an edge
connecting nodes i and j has weightWij. Missing edges automatically have
weight 0. We also allow for self-loop like terms, biases bi. This energy
function
E(x) = xTWx + bTx (5.1)
can be shown to be equivalent to (A.1) where we added one bit to x with a
fixed value of 1. We demonstrate how to compute an energy for a given







Figure 5.2: Each configuration can be assigned an energy value. In this
example, the assigned configuration E = (−1)·1 + (−2)·1 + 3·(−1) + 3· 1·
1 + (−2)·1·(−1) + 5·1·(−1) = −6.
Common choices of the graph include the complete graph and the
bipartite graph (see Fig. 5.2) with connections only between visible and
hidden units. A BM defined on a bipartite graph is called a Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RMB). RBMs are favored by the ML community
because they can be trained using an efficient method called contrastive
divergence [218].
A properly trained BM generates new data. Outputs similar to the
training set should be generated with high probability while data that is
very different than the training set should be very unlikely to appear. To
do this, we assume that there is a distribution P(v) that the model learns
and the training data are sampled from it. A BM accomplishes this by
outputting data from its probability distribution Q(v), defined by weights
and biases, that should be close to the distribution P(v). We accomplish
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(a) A fully-connected Boltzmann
machine. The connections be-
tween units form a complete
graph.
(b) Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chine. Each hidden unit is con-
nected to each visible unit but
not to other hidden units and
vice versa. The connections form
a bipartite graph.
Figure 5.3: Fully connected vs. restricted Boltzmann machine.
this by teaching the BM to approximately reproduce the training data2. In
particular, the probabilityQ(x) for a configuration x (i.e. on both the visible





This is the Boltzmann distribution for the energy E(x) defined in (5.1) where
we set kT = 1. The state x consists of the state on the hidden units h and
visible units v, so x = (v, h). The probability of a state on the visible units
can be obtained by summing over all configurations on the hidden units
Q(v) =
∑
h exp (−E(v, h))∑
v,h exp (−E(v, h))
. (5.3)
But how do we get the weights and biases required for computing (5.1)
and (5.3)? We train the algorithm to make Q close to P using the train-
ing data. The “closeness” of two distributions is measured by Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence. Formally, the KL divergence quantifies the in-
formation loss occurring if the distribution generated from the model Q
2We want to be able to model the training data but not overfit them.
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While computing DKL(P‖Q) (and the log-likelihood) is exponentially dif-
ficult in the number of units, it is possible to estimate its gradients with








h xi exp (−E(v, h))∑
h exp (−E(v, h))
+
∑
v ′,h xi exp (−E(v
′, h))∑











h xixj exp (−E(v, h))∑
h exp (−E(v, h))
+
∑
v ′,h xi exp (−E(v
′, h))∑
v ′,h exp (−E(v ′, h))
]
(5.7)
for weights. However, we do not have direct access to the probability









h xixj exp (−E(v, h))∑
h exp (−E(v, h))
+
∑
v ′,h xi exp (−E(v
′, h))∑
v ′,h exp (−E(v ′, h))
]
(5.8)
where s is the number of training vectors. Here we approximated the
underlying distribution P(v) using the training data which we treat as
samples from P(v). We estimate the gradients of the biases in the same
way. The expression (5.8) consists of expectations values of xixj in two
different types of states. The first term in (5.8) is the expectation value
when the visible units are “clamped” to a particular training vector v (i.e.
fixed to a given configuration) while the hidden units model a thermal
distribution. We first estimate these expectation values through sampling
for each training vector, and then we average them over the data set. The
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second term in (5.8) does not depend on the training data, thus we need to
compute it only once for each update of weights. The term
∑
v,h xi exp (−E(v,h))∑
v,h exp (−E(v,h))
is sampled from a thermal distribution on all units. The steps of the training
are summarized at the end of this section.
Hinton and Sejnowski [219] proposed the first machine learning al-
gorithm that evaluates the gradient in Eq. (5.8). However, this learning
was not efficient because it required many samples from a thermal dis-
tribution. There have been many approaches to improve the speed of
learning [220, 221, 221–223]. Most notably, the first term in (5.8) can be com-
puted exactly for RBMs and the second term can be roughly approximated
using a method called contrastive divergence. Surprisingly, this very rough
approximation works exceptionally well [217, 218, 224].
We train a BM using stochastic gradient ascent. We start by initializ-
ing the weights and biases to random values and keep updating them to
increase L (and therefore decrease DKL(P‖Q)). Many techniques can be
used to speed up the convergence of gradient descent, including changing
the gradient step and including momentum3. This process is repeated for
a fixed number of epochs. If the number of epochs is too small, P and
Q might not be close. On the other hand, if we trained for too long, it is
possible that the BM overfits the data. Since L is impossible to estimate for
real-world data sets, the quality of the model is in practice estimated using
cross-validation data.
We will conclude this section with an overview of the training and the
generating algorithms. Once we settle on a graph (i.e., the number of visible
and the hidden units and the connections between them) for the BM, the
algorithm proceeds as follows:
3Momentum often helps accelerate gradient descent. The name is inspired by mechan-
ics and suggests that instead of following the direction of the gradient (acceleration), we
should follow the direction of velocity. In each step, the new momentum pi+1 is calculated
as a linear combination of momentum in the previous step pi and freshly computed
gradient ai+1. The new momentum is pi+1 = (1 −α)pi +αai+1 where α ∈ [0, 1].
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Boltzmann machine training
generate starting weights and biases
construct the energy function
for the number of epochs do
create an approximation of the thermal distribution on all units
evaluate the expectation values of xixj and xi in this configuration
for all training vectors do
clamp visible units to a training vector
create an approximation of the thermal state on hidden units
evaluate the expectation values xixj and xi in this configuration
end for
compute gradients
update weights and biases
update the energy function
end for
Once the algorithm is trained, we can generate new data:
Sampling from a Boltzmann machine
create an approximation of the thermal state on all units
sample from the visible units
5.3 Training Quantum Boltzmann Machines
There are two main reasons why it is worth introducing Boltzmann ma-
chines to quantum mechanics. First, classical BMs may require many hid-
den units to model complicated datasets. We know that quantum mechan-
ics can produce distributions that are difficult to sample from classically.
It is possible that quantum Boltzmann machines will be more space effi-
cient than classical ones. Second, we want to perform generative learning
on quantum data. We will now introduce several approaches for quan-
tizing BMs and compare them between each other and to their classical
counterparts.
A quantum Boltzmann machine (QBM) was first introduced by Amin
et al. [225]. The QBM was defined as a generalization of a classical Boltz-
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mann machine to the quantum regime. Classical binary units are replaced
by qubits and the energy function by a Hamiltonian. Amin et al. con-
strained their Hamiltonians to the transverse Ising model.
This choice was made to satisfy the hardware abilities; this algorithm
was designed to run on a D-Wave machine. While such models are trainable
and can outperform classical BMs, the training procedure proposed therein
suffers two drawbacks. First, the transverse field cannot be learned by
gradient descent from classical data. These terms must be found through
brute force techniques which makes finding the full Hamiltonian much
more difficult. Second, the transverse Ising models considered are widely
believed to be efficiently simulatable using quantum Monte-Carlo methods
and therefore do not provide a clear quantum advantage. The state of the
QBM can be then described by the density matrix corresponding to the





and the state on the visible units







where we traced over the hidden units. Amin et al. further defined quan-
tum log-likelihood for training QBMs on classical states. In this chapter, we
generalize their version of the QBM in more than one way.
We explicitly design QBMs to process quantum data and work with
models that exhibit the full power of quantum computing. The gener-
alization of Boltzmann Machine training into the quantum setting is not
unique. We propose three methods that we refer to as POVM-based Golden-
Thompson training4, commutator training, and state-based Relative En-
tropy training. These approaches present different quantum analogs of the
training set and the objective function. We now review the possible realiza-
tions of a quantum training set. Next, we follow up with our proposal for a
new objective function.
4POVM stands for a positive-operator valued measure. This is the most general
measurement.
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5.3.1 Quantum Training Set
In the classical setting, the training set is a set of vectors representing the
data. As a part of the training of classical Boltzmann Machines (BMs), we
have to ability to fix (clamp) the visible units to a particular training vector.
Additionally, we assume that the training set is sampled from an underlying
distribution P(v) over the visible units. The training set was first translated
to the quantum world as a set of projectors [225] on computational states.
This choice makes it indeed possible to clamp visible units on any desired
configuration. The goal of the training is then to learn the probability of
each projector.
We propose two ways of generalizing the training set to include quan-
tum as well as classical data. Our first suggestion is that there is no need
to constrain ourselves to projectors on computational states. We realized
that POVMs provide a natural way to express the training set. Formally,
we define the training set to be the following.
Let H := HV ⊗HH be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and let HV
and HL be subsystems corresponding to the visible and hidden units of
the QBM. The probability distribution pv and POVM Λ = {Λv}, comprise a
training set for QBM training if
1. there exists a bijection between the domain of pv and Λ and
2. the domain of each Λv is H, and it acts non–trivially only on subsys-
tem HV .
Note that unlike P(v), pv corresponds only to the relative frequencies of
each outcome in the training set and not necessarily to the expectation
values of each Λv in the underlying state (although we assume that they
should be close).
This means that if we are training on quantum data, we can take a set
of measurements and the frequencies of their corresponding outcomes as
our training examples. We can also use POVM training on classical data by
pretending that they were sampled from a quantum state.
As a method for generalizing classical data, the choice of POVMs gives
a lot of freedom. Let us clarify the freedom of choosing the POVM on
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an example. Suppose that we wish to train a model that generates even
numbers between 1 and 16 (this was an arbitrary choice) given a set of
samples that are all even numbers5. Then a sensible training set would be
Λn = |2n〉 〈2n| for 1 6 n 6 8
Λ0 = I −
8∑
n=1
Λn, pv = (1 − δv,0)/8. (5.11)





|2〉+ · · ·+ |16〉
)(
〈2|+ · · ·+ 〈16|
)
,
Λ0 = I −Λ1, pv = δv,1. (5.12)
This ambiguity about the form of the training set reveals that the POVM for
quantum Boltzmann training can be non-trivial even when a single training
vector is used. This allows us to circumvent problems with the Golden-
Thompson method that arose in [225] by using inherently non-diagonal
POVM elements. POVM training allows for clamping the visible units in
the same way as in the classical case. Just as with classical training data,
we assume to have a full knowledge about the data set. We know which
POVM we measured as well as how often we obtained each outcome6.
What we do not know is the underlying quantum state that the outcomes
were sampled from.
The second option is to train directly from quantum states. This is
equivalent to a quantum algorithm sampling from a density matrix. Note
that a single density matrix is sufficient since a linear combination of density
matrices is a density matrix as well. Since learning a description of a
quantum state is the goal of tomography, QBM training can be considered
a tomographic tool. The training state is then described by a Hamiltonian
such that the thermal state of this Hamiltonian is close to the training state.
These generalizations give very different notions of what a quantum
training set really is. While our POVM approach focuses on the general-
ization of obtaining (measuring) the training examples, the density matrix
5This is a very simple example where the training set provides all the necessary infor-
mation about the concept we are trying to learn without any noise.
6It might be possible to relax this assumption and only assume to have oracular access
to POVM elements.
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approach focuses on the states. We expect that these notions will not be in-
terchangeable in practice. Since we are working with very different objects,
we needed to develop different training techniques as well.
5.3.2 Golden-Thompson Training
Our first approach to training is a generalization of the training method
introduced by Amin et al. [225]. The goal is to find an analog of the negative
log-likelihood as defined in (5.5). The data in their setting is classical and
thus can be assigned to a computational basis state. The probability Q(v)










where H is the Hamiltonian defining the thermal state. The projector
Λv = |v〉〈v|⊗ 1 corresponds to visible units clamped to a training binary
state v and the training set is a set of such projectors. This allows us to














Assuming that the Hamiltonian can be written as H =
∑M
j=1 θjHj, we
can attempt to compute the gradient of OΛ(H). The derivative of the














If Λv commutes with H, then we recover the expression for the classical
gradient. However, in the general, non-commuting case, a closed formula
is not available.
Amin et al. [225] overcame this difficulty by lower bounding the objec-
tive function instead of estimating it. First define a clamped Hamiltonian
Hv = H − lnΛv. This Hamiltonian introduces a penalty whenever the
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A downside of this approximation is that when Tr[e−Hv∂θjH] = 0, the
model does not learn because the gradient of the Golden-Thompson ap-
proximation is zero. However, this does not mean that the gradient of the
log-likelihood is zero as well. Instead, it shows that the upper bound given
by the Golden-Thompson inequality is not always tight. As a consequence,
Amin et al. in [225] were not able to use this form of training to learn
non-diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian.
Our work presents two improvements over [225]. First, our formal-
ism avoids the problem of Tr[e−Hv∂θjH] = 0 by explicitly designing non-
diagonal POVM elements. We can always see a classical distribution as
being sampled from pure states. This allows us to always pick non-diagonal
Λv.
This freedom allows us to choose a POVM that always produces a
non-zero gradient because Λv does not commute with H. This avoids the
problems in [225] with the transverse Ising model and a training set similar
to (5.11).
Second, our algorithm is not constrained by the transverse Ising model.
A general Hamiltonian that is a smooth function of its parameters is indeed
possible. In our numerical analysis, we used an electronic Hamiltonian
which is 4-local. A choice of a 2-local Hamiltonian is preferred because
such a Hamiltonian can be represented on a graph instead of a hypergraph.
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5.3.3 Commutator Training
Our second approach to POVM training avoids the use of the Golden–
Thompson inequality. Instead, we approximate the derivative in the ex-
pression (5.14) as a commutator series. If H and Λv commute, we recover
the classical gradient exactly. In general, if the Hamiltonian is a sum of
bounded Hamiltonian terms the expectation value can be written as a









+ · · ·
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. (5.19)
















Next, we truncate the series at a low order. This makes the commutator
series tractable and we will not incur substantial error if ‖[H,∂θjH]‖ 
1. Commutator training is therefore expected to outperform Golden-
Thompson training in the presence of L2 regularization on the quantum
terms. However, computing higher-order commutators is computationally
more expensive than estimating the gradient from formula (5.18). Lastly,
our numerical examples showed that commutator training can be numer-
ically unstable. While it might work for certain data sets or be used for
fine-tuning a model trained using the Golden-Thompson approach, we did
not find the commutator training to be broadly applicable.
5.3.4 Relative Entropy Training
The relative entropy is the quantum equivalent of KL divergence and as
such, represents a natural extension for the learning of quantum states.
Relative entropy is defined as
S(ρ‖σ) = Tr(ρ log ρ− ρ logσ), (5.21)
where ρ is the data distribution and σ = e−βH/Z is the thermal state gener-
ated by QBM. For simplicity, we take β = 1. Similarly to KL divergence,
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the first part of (5.21) is independent of the parameters of the QBM. Hence,









Minimization of Oρ(H) allows us to train on quantum data, i.e. copies of ρ.
We can express the derivatives of Oρ(H) with respect to the parameters of
the Hamiltonian θ as
∂Oρ(H)
∂θj
= −Tr[ρ∂θjH] + Tr[e
−H∂θjH]/Tr[e
−H]. (5.23)
We can use the expression (5.23) for gradient ascent. We can compute
an approximation of the gradient by estimating both terms in (5.23). The
first term can be obtained by measuring expectation values on the train-
ing state and the corresponding expectation values on the approximation
of the thermal state created by a simulation. Furthermore, maximizing
Oρ(H) guarantees that the generated data is close to the training data be-
cause S(ρ||e−H/Z) > ‖ρ− e−H/Z‖2/2 ln(2) if ρ is positive definite. Thus if
S(ρ||e−H/Z)→ 0 then e−H/Z→ ρ.
Training by minimizing the relative entropy has two main advantages.
First, unlike Golden-Thompson training, no approximations are needed for
computing tomography. Second, relative entropy can be used for directly
learning quantum states. Given enough copies of the training state ρ and
sufficient computing time, relative entropy training provides a classical
description of the training state ρ in the form of the parameters θj of a
Hamiltonian such that ρ ≈ e−HTr[e−H] . This provides a novel approach to partial
tomography. Unlike tomography, QBM provides a direct description of
the state but might be more efficient for high-dimensional states exhibiting
clear structure. Additionally, QBM has the ability to create additional
approximate copies of ρ and therefore perform approximate cloning. We
also propose using QBM as a candidate for a quantum memory (QRAM).
We compare training and generation of Golden-Thompson and relative































































Figure 5.4: Overview of Goldman-Thompson (left) and relative entropy
(right) training. In both cases, we are aim to generate samples from an
underlying quantum state similarly to the classical generative training in
Fig. A.1. We train the models through gradient ascent, where the gradient
consists of two terms; one term does depend on the training data and
one does not, see Eqs. (5.18) and (5.23). Commutator training is similar to
Golden-Thompson training, see Eq. (5.20).
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5.4 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we bound the complexity of QBM training. While we are
able to obtain several analytic results, the speed of QBM training and the
number of copies of the training data must be ultimately determined by
benchmarking. In the thesis, we present only the proof of the theorem
proved by the author. The theorems proved by our co-author are included
for completeness and their proofs can be found in [4].
Let us start by explaining the cost model. We give the complexity of our
algorithm as a query complexity with respect to several oracles. We do not
explicitly estimate the gate complexity in this work.
The oracle FH(εH) takes the weights and biases of a quantum Boltzmann
machine (or equivalently a parameterization of a Hamiltonian) and outputs
an approximation σ of the thermal state such that ‖σ− e−H/Z‖tr 6 εH for
εH > 0. Note that we use this oracle for approximating thermal states of Hv
as well as H. In Section 5.5, we review several methods for implementing
FH(εH). We do not assume that we have the ability to prepare exact thermal
states; this would immediately yield an unrealistic computing model likely
more powerful than a quantum computer.
For relative entropy training, we also assume we have access to the
training data states ρ through an oracle Fρ. We take the cost of both oracles
to be equal.
Finally, we assume that the POVM elements can be prepared with a
constant sized circuit. Therefore, we do not assign a cost to implement them.
We do this for two reasons. First, incorporating a cost for POVM elements
would affect the implementation of oracle FH which would force us to
specialize to particular state preparation methods. In this sense, the cost
for the preparation of POVM elements is incorporated in FH. Second, the
POVM examples are likely to be projectors or similarly simple terms. Their
complexity would be therefore comparable to implementing a Hamiltonian
term. It might be possible to relax this requirement and only consider
oracular implementation of the POVM; we leave this question open for
further research.
We first show how the error in approximating the thermal state affects
the complexity of POVM training.
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Theorem 8 Let H =
∑M
j=1 θjHj with ‖Hj‖2 = 1 ∀ j be the Hamiltonian for
a quantum Boltzmann machine. For notational simplicity, the terms Λv are
included in the Hamiltonian for POVM-based training. Furthermore, assume that
the approximation σ of the thermal states are always accessed through the oracle
FH(εH) such that ‖e−H/Z− σ‖tr 6 εH. Let G be an approximation to∇O where
O is the training objective function for either POVM based or relative entropy
training. If ε >
√







queries to FH(εH) and the training set times per epoch, where the approximation
error E(‖G−Gtrue‖22) 6 ε2.
We prove this theorem by considering the approximate gradients given
by the methods described in this chapter. The algorithms estimate the
gradient by sampling the expectation values of local Hamiltonians in the
approximate thermal states yielded by FH(εH). Each expectation value is
evaluated from n samples. As such, we have a sampling error as well as an
error due to using a slightly different state.
The true gradientGtrue is the vector of expectation values of local Hamil-
tonians using thermal states ∇OboundΛ or ∇Oρ(H); see Eqs. (5.8) and (5.23).
We evaluate the difference between Gtrue and our estimates G. Since the










































































an approximation of the thermal state e−H/Z. We are guaranteed that σ is
close to the thermal state such that
∥∥σ− e−H/Z
∥∥
tr 6 εH. Using standard








‖Hj‖2 6 εH. (5.25)
Thus |Gjtrue − E(G
j)| 6 εH under the assumption that ‖Hj‖2 6 1 for all j.




for both relative entropy and POVM
training.
For relative entropy training, the components of approximate gradient
Gj are estimated using formula (5.23). Assuming ‖Hj‖2 6 1, we can bound















∈ O (1/n) , (5.26)
where ρ is the density matrix corresponding to the ensemble of training
vectors. The factor 1/n is due to sampling the expectation value n times
and Tr(ρHj) and Tr(σHj) are both O(1).
Similarly, we can estimate the variance for Golden-Thompson gradient
based on Eq. (5.18). Taking σv to be an approximation of the thermal state


















∈ O (1/n) . (5.27)
Note that in this context we have implicitly allowed the POVM elements to
be considered as Hamiltonian terms in the Boltzmann machine. Thus we
can prepare the clamped thermal states e−Hv/Zv within trace distance εH
using one query to FH(εH). Thus in both cases the sample variance of each
coordinate of the gradient vector has the same upper bound.













. This also places a bound on the precision of gradi-




This analysis shows that the gradient can be efficiently estimated by
sampling from an imperfect approximation of the gradient. However, we
are not able to analytically estimate the number of steps (epochs) needed
for the convergence of gradient descent/ascent algorithms. We do not
expect that the number of training epochs will scale polynomially with
the system size in the worst case scenario. This situation is analogous to
classical machine learning, which is often used on NP-complete problems
and excel for instances that exhibit additional structure. We will explore
convergence on small instances numerically in Section 5.6.
Let us state the additional theorems as they appear in our work. The
first result that we show is a lower bound based on tomographic bounds
that shows that quantum Boltzmann training cannot be efficient in general
if we wish to provide a highly accurate generative model for the training
data.
Theorem 9 The number of queries to Fρ which yields copies of rank r state
operator ρ ∈ CD×D required to train an arbitrary quantum Boltzmann machine
using relative entropy such that the quantum state generated by the Boltzmann
machine are within trace distance ε ∈ (0, 1) of ρ, and with failure probability
Θ(1), is inΩ(Dr/[ε2 log(D/rε)]).
The second result states the limitation for training. This result can be
proven by Grover’s search to Boltzmann training.
Theorem 10 There does not exist a general purpose POVM-based training algo-
rithm for quantum Boltzmann machines on a training set such that |{pv : pv >
0}| = N can prepare a thermal state such that Tr([
∑
v pvΛv]e
−H/Z) > 1/∆ that
requiresM queries to pv where ∆ ∈ O(
√
N) andM ∈ O(
√
N).
5.5 Preparing Thermal States
An essential part of Boltzmann machine training is sampling from the ther-
mal distribution. Sadly, preparing the thermal state is NP-hard. Classical
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algorithms circumvent this problem by approximating it using contrastive
divergence [216]. Additional solutions have been proposed in [50, 226–
228]. A high-precision approximation can be obtained using the methods
from [91, 229]. We now briefly review a few of these methods.
The method of Chowdhury and Somma is strongly related to the meth-
ods in [50, 226, 227]. The main difference between these methods is that
their approach uses an integral transformation to allow the exponential to
be approximated as a LCU and implemented using Hamiltonian simulation
techniques as in Section 2.3.6. The complexity of preparing a thermal state














for inverse temperature β = 1, partition function Z and cases where H is
explicitly represented as a linear combination of Pauli operators.
Recently, Gilyen et al. [36] improved the above method by using QSVT
instead of LCU. This consists of first approximating the transformation by
a polynomial series that is probabilistically implemented through QSVT.
The success probability is amplified arbitrarily close to 1 with amplitude






of amplitude amplification are required.
Yung and Aspuru-Guzik [227] proposed an alternative approach for
thermal state preparation based on a quantum walk. In particular, the
Metropolis algorithm can be implemented in the quantum setting using a
Szegedy walk operator. The complexity of this approach depends on the
difference of energies between the ground state and the lowest excited state.
These eigenvalues are computed using phase estimation. The number of












, where δ is the gap of the transition matrix that defines
the quantum walk, and ε is the error in the preparation of the thermal state.
In addition, one needs to consider the complexity of applying the walk
operator. As such, it is not known which out of the described algorithms
would be preferable.
Additionally, there are promising empirical methods for preparing ther-
mal states. Recently, Anschuetz and Cao [230] suggested that a QBM can
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be trained using the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis [231,232]. Al-
ternatively, one can achieve an approximation of the thermal state with a
quantum annealer [225, 233]. However, this method is applicable only for
limited types of Hamiltonians. Lastly, there are thermal state preparation
techniques based on QAOA and VQA [234, 235]. Unlike the techniques
reviewed in the previous paragraphs, all of these techniques can be imple-
mented on near-term hardware.
5.6 Numerical Results
Now we present our numerical results. We performed two types of simula-
tions. The first type used a fermionic Hamiltonian to learn a classical data
set encoded in a quantum state. The second type of simulation performs
tomography on a 2-qubit density matrix. We will now discuss the first type
of simulation and compare the results to classical training.
5.6.1 The Data Set and the Hamiltonian
Given the limitations of classical computers, we could examine the perfor-
mance of QBMs only on a small number of units. Even though we were
able to simulate only very small QBMs, up to 9 units in total, we performed
a thorough sweep through the parameters of the simulation in order to
compare the best performance of different models. Since the model was
small, we were able to analytically compute the thermal state and the nega-
tive log-likelihood. This allowed us to directly assess the performance of
the QBM instead of using a validation data set.
We chose a simple data set composed of strings starting with some
number of 0s followed by 1s, the step function. We also added noise to the
training vectors; each bit had a 5% chance of a flip. We then encoded the
data into a single quantum state |ψ〉 as in Eq. (5.12). For POVM training,
we constructed the projectors to be Λ1 = |ψ〉 〈ψ| and Λ0 = I − |ψ〉 〈ψ|.
To capture the full power of quantum computing (instead of constrain-
ing ourselves to stoquastic Hamiltonians), we used a fermionic Hamiltonian
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for training from [236]:






























Here ap and a
†
p are fermionic creation and annihilation operators, which
create and destroy fermions at the QBM unit p. They have the properties
that a† |0〉 = |1〉, a† |1〉 = 0 and a†paq + aqa†p = δpq. The Hamiltonian
here corresponds to the standard Hamiltonian used in quantum chemistry
modulo the presence of the non-particle conserving Hp term.
Note that the y-axes in this section depict negative objective values. This
is because the objective values (5.17) and (5.22) are both upper bounded by
zero.
5.6.2 Parameters of QBM Training
When using any of the training methods outlined in this chapter, one is still
left with a freedom to choose a number of additional parameters.
The first one is the number of hidden units. Classically, using hidden
units is almost always necessary and a Boltzmann machine with all visible
units has limited expressive power. We were changing the number of hid-
den units for our quantum model between 0 and 2. We found out that our
QBMs required much fewer hidden units than their classical counterparts.
The next parameter is the step size within gradient descent/ascent, also
called the learning rate. Often, one starts with fairly large steps and keeps
decreasing them as the model learns. However, this can give a false sense
of convergence which was the case in our earlier simulations. Instead,
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we decided to keep the learning rate constant. We searched over different
learning rates and used the ones that performed the best. Note that different
models preferred different learning rates.
The next parameter is momentum. We noticed that using momentum
significantly improved the convergence of learning, especially after many
steps of learning when the gradient becomes small. Using momentum
helps the training to converge faster if the gradient for consecutive steps
points in the same direction.
The last freedom that we explored was regularization. Regularization
is a set of methods to prevent overfitting and unnecessarily complicated
models. We chose to L2 regularization, that adds a penalty to the objective
function proportional to the square of weights hpq and hpqrs corresponding
to non-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian. L2 regularization is a common
choice because of the simplicity of its derivatives and good performance
for a wide range of models.
We now present our numerical results. We repeated each simulation 100
times and present median values. Since the value of the objective function
depends on the dimension as well as the data, we compare the difference
between the achieved negative log-likelihood and the maximum one (exact
fit) in the plots below.
5.6.3 Golden-Thompson Training Analysis
We focused our efforts on Golden-Thompson training. We explored models
with 4 to 8 visible units and a varied number of hidden units. Our QBMs
consistently outperformed classical BMs in terms of accuracy, even if we
added hidden units to the hidden models. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the quan-
tum models learned to approximate the training data much more closely
than their classical counterparts. This suggests that QBMs can be beneficial
when classical machine learning techniques underfit data. Surprisingly,
adding hidden units to a QBM did not improve the quality of the approx-
imation. The simulations for 6 and more units showed similar results as
shown in Fig. 5.5.
We compare the performance of QBMs with a range of numbers of















q, hidden = 0
q, hidden = 1
q, hidden = 2
c, hidden = 0
c, hidden = 1
c, hidden = 2
Figure 5.5: Comparison of classical and quantum Boltzmann machines
(with Golden-Thompson training) for 5 visible units. This figure first
appeared in [4]. The vertical axis shows the difference between asymptotic
value of the objective function and the objective function for the learned
model in a given epoch.
require longer to learn. We were not able to determine how the complexity
of QBM training scales with the number of visible units. Presumably,
this can heavily depend on the training data and in some cases grow
exponentially.
5.6.4 Commutator Training Analysis
We examine the performance of commutator training for an all-visible Boltz-
mann machine with 4 visible units and compare it with Golden-Thompson
training. We immediately noticed that this type of the training is not nu-
merically stable. In particular, we were not able to use commutator training















GT, visible = 5
GT, visible = 6
GT, visible = 7
GT, visible = 8
Figure 5.6: Performance of QBMs with a range of numbers of visible units
and no hidden units. This figure first appeared in [4].
did not converge.
We were only able to use commutator training for later stages of learning
when the gradient estimated by Golden-Thompson was sufficiently small.
We then compared commutator and Golden-Thompson training with a
fixed set of parameters such as the learning rate and the momentum. Under
these conditions and for cases when learning converged, a high-order
commutator expansion performed much better than Golden-Thompson;
see Fig. 5.7. This, in turn, illustrates the difference between exact gradients
and Golden-Thompson gradients.
In particular, we trained for a fixed number of epochs using the Golden-
Thompson gradients and then switched to a 5th–order commutator ex-
pansion. We saw a dramatic improvement in the objective function as
a result. This shows that in some circumstances much better gradients
can be found with the commutator method than with Golden-Thompson,
albeit at a higher price because more expectation values need to be mea-
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Figure 5.7: Plot showing the accuracy of commutator training for all-visible
Boltzmann machines with 4 visible units. The top lines depict training
with Golden-Thompson at first and then switching to commutator training
where we see a sudden increase in accuracy. We picked the parameters such
that the commutator training is stable. The bottom line (dashed) shows
the performance of Golden-Thompson training with optimized learning
rate and momentum. We always kept the learning rate constant during the
training; changing the learning rate might improve the learning outcome
but introduces another degree of complexity. This figure first appeared
in [4].
sured. In other words the gradients estimated from Golden-Thompson are
not always close to the gradients of the negative log-likelihood (without
approximation).
We also noticed that the optimal learning rate for this form of train-
ing can substantially differ from the optimal learning rate for Golden-
Thompson training. We compared our results from commutator training
to the results with optimized learning rate for Golden-Thompson training.
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We found out that the optimized version of Golden-Thompson training
performed much better. This version of Golden-Thompson training used
a high learning rate that was incompatible with commutator training be-
cause of numerical instabilities. As such, we could not find a case when
commutator training proved useful; it only showed an advantage when
compared to highly constrained Golden-Thompson training.
This shows that while commutator training can give more accurate
gradients, it does not necessarily require fewer gradient steps and its use is
very limited. In practice, the method could be used in the last few training
epochs after Golden–Thompson training or other forms of approximate
training to reach a local optimum, but its use is otherwise limited.
5.6.5 Relative Entropy Analysis
We can train the QBM with relative entropy training using the same classical
data set as POVM training. We successfully reproduce results from Golden
Thompson training and find out that two approaches converge similarly;
see Fig. 5.8. We were not able to train QBMs with hidden units; however,
including hidden units from QBMs was in general unnecessary for our
simple data.
Next, we train our QBM to reconstruct two-qubit states using relative
entropy training. This task demonstrates that QBMs can be used for to-
mography. We trained QBMs on both pure and mixed states, and in all
cases our model was able to reconstruct these states within graphical ac-
curacy (i.e. the learned state is visually indistinguishable from the true
state) in 5 epochs as seen in Fig. 5.9. Since we chose our Hamiltonian to
consist of every two-qubit Pauli operator, we did not need to use hidden
units. A limitation of this approach was the requirement of all visible units.
Wossling and Wiebe [237] recently provided a method for training QBMs
with hidden units.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed methods to train quantum Boltzmann ma-
chines on quantum data. We demonstrated that the models can successfully
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q, hidden = 0
Figure 5.8: Comparison of performance of a QBM using Golden-Thompson
POVM training and relative entropy training. In our experiments, the two
approaches performed similarly. This figure first appeared in [4].
learn under idealized conditions, but more research is needed to prove the
usefulness of QBM training.
The first open question is how well QBMs learn under realistic assump-
tions. That is, in practice we will not have direct access to thermal states or
precise estimates of expectation values. When training classical BMs, the
issue of Gibbs sampling is circumvented by using contrastive divergence
and explicitly computing certain expectation values. It is not clear how
many samples would be required for an accurate estimate of expectation
values for gradient computation. Also, it would be interesting to explore
whether there is an analog of contrastive divergence for QBM training.
The second question is the inclusion of hidden units for relative entropy
training. Hidden units would be necessary for constructing deep quan-
tum Boltzmann machines and for training only with local Hamiltonians.

















































































































































Figure 5.9: Absolute values of tomographic reconstruction of two-qubit
pure states and mixed states using relative entropy training with learning
rate η = 1. This figure first appeared in [4].
QBMs.
We mostly avoided the topic of overfitting data. This is because charac-
terizing quantum states is a resource-intensive task and having too much
quantum processing power is not likely to be an issue in the near future.
Eventually, we will need to introduce methods to prevent us from learning
sampling errors. One such method is L2 regularization that we incorpo-
rated in our numerical experiments. It would be interesting to examine
how classical regularization techniques perform in the quantum setting,
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as well as to develop new overfitting techniques. Additionally, we will
eventually need to use separate data for validation of QML algorithms.
Lastly, the most important strength of QBMs is their ability to replace
tomography for quantum states with structure. Since we require only
approximations of thermal states and computation of expectation values,
relative entropy training is near ideally suited for near future experiments.
We hope that combining ideas from quantum machine learning, quan-
tum Hamiltonian learning, and state estimation will lead to more efficient
methods that will be eventually employed in practice.
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6
Conclusion and Future Work
“Full stories are as rare as honesty.”
Zadie Smith (White Teeth)
In this thesis, we presented several techniques for building efficient
quantum algorithms. Our goal was to improve quantum algorithm perfor-
mance for practical tasks, such as estimating energies in quantum chemistry.
The first set of techniques, quantum comparison, sort, and shuffle,
are presented in Chapter 3 and based on our paper [2]. We developed a
quantum shuffle to antisymmetrize fermionic states in first quantization
quickly. The components of one of our shuffling algorithms, comparison
and sort, later found applications in state preparation [116] and simulation
of time-independent Hamiltonians [3].
Chapter 4 focused on our algorithm for simulating time-dependent
Hamiltonians. This algorithm has applications for simulating quantum
chemistry with moving nuclei, a digital simulation of adiabatic computa-
tion, and simulations in the interaction picture. The next step will be to
estimate the resources of using this method for benchmark molecules in
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quantum chemistry. Calculating gate counts will also determine which one
of our state preparation methods is more efficient.
Our last methods are for generative learning and tomography with
quantum Boltzmann machines based on [4]. We demonstrate how to use
quantum Boltzmann machines for training on quantum and classical data.
We envision that quantum Boltzmann machines can be used for classical
data that conventional algorithms underfit, or for partial tomography on
quantum states.
Throughout this thesis, we raised many open questions. The first one
is what are the resource requirements of our algorithms. We quantified
our algorithms in terms of their asymptotic scaling or through numerical
simulations for small examples. In particular, it would be interesting to see
how shuffling and truncated Dyson series algorithms perform on quantum
chemistry problems. We plan to estimate the explicit gate counts for our
Dyson series algorithm in the near future.
In Chapter 5, we showed that we can train quantum Boltzmann ma-
chines on quantum data. However, there are many more steps needed to
show that such training is efficient. A method for relative entropy training
with hidden units [237] is one such step. Another one is creating approxi-
mations of training states, aka quantum contrastive divergence. We will
also need to carefully examine the performance of QBMs with a growing
number of units. Lastly, it would be interesting to investigate whether cre-
ating additional layers and forming a deep quantum Boltzmann machine
brings any advantages.
Lastly, we would like to apply our techniques on a wider array of
problems. Comparison and sort are simple routines with many applications
in classical computing and we would like to use our efficient circuits for
them in other quantum algorithms. Similarly, we want to know the scope
of applications of QBMs for tomography, approximate cloning and possibly
state preparation. We hope that the techniques introduced in this thesis
will prove to be widely applicable.
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A Brief Introduction To Machine
Learning
Let us briefly introduce a few classical ML concepts that are essential for our
work. ML algorithms can be divided into supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning. In supervised learning, an algorithm has access to
a database of examples with labels. Given enough training, the algorithm
is then expected to assign correct labels to new data.
Our algorithm is an unsupervised one, which means that it gets only
a set of data with no labels. A canonical example of an unsupervised
algorithm is clustering. The goal of the clustering algorithm is to group
“similar data” together and divide the data set into two or more clusters.
For example, a clustering algorithm can take a set of hand-written digits
and divide them into ten groups, one for each digit (without labels). In-
tuitively, the algorithm learns a model that accurately represents the data.
Reinforcement learning is a cross between supervised and unsupervised
learning and is not relevant to this thesis.
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A1 Generative Modelling
Machine learning algorithms can also be divided into discriminative and
generative. In a discriminative model, the algorithm learns how to classify
the training samples (represented as binary vectors). After such an algo-
rithm is trained, it is supposed to assign each vector to a group of “similar”
vectors. In contrast, a generative algorithm learns a model that generates
the training data. In this setting, the training data are seen as samples from
an underlying distribution. A properly trained generative algorithm can be
used for sampling from this distribution and to generate examples similar
to the training data as in Fig. A.1.
Figure A.1: An example of generative modelling from [222]. The examples
on the left were used to train a deep Boltzmann machine (a restricted
Boltzmann machine with multiple layers). Then, the algorithm generated
the images on the right-hand side.
If the model is not rich enough, it can underfit the data, i.e. not capture
important properties of the distribution. Such a model can neither fit the
training data nor generate new data.
In the other extreme, the model can also overfit data – capture any
sampling errors. Such a model appears to perform very well on training
data – indeed, we can fit any data perfectly given enough parameters, but
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it will not generalize. We demonstrate the problem of underfitting and
overfitting on an example in Fig. A.2.
A2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (and their variants, deep nets) emerged as one
of the main ML tools. We will now briefly review them and introduce the
terminology used in this chapter. Artificial neural networks are an ML
framework inspired by biology. In biological neural networks, neurons
connected by synapses are responsible for the activity in animals’ and
humans’ brains.
An artificial neural network (from now on referred to only as a neural
network or ANN) is defined by its graph. The vertices of the graph (also
called units) represent neurons and store information as +1 or −1 states1.
Some of the units also serve as input or output of the algorithms, and these
are called visible units. Remaining units are referred to as hidden units and
can provide additional complexity to the network. The edges of the graph
represent connections between units and encode the relationship between
the bits of the information. In addition, one can define functions on this
graph, such as the activation function or the energy function, that specifies
how the information propagates through the network.
It is possible to distinguish two types of ANNs based on the properties
of the underlying graph structure. Oriented graphs correspond to feed-
forward networks, where the information flows only in one direction, and
the graphs do not include cycles. Their counterparts are recurrent neural
networks that can include loops and undirected graphs.
From the physics perspective, neural networks with undirected graphs
are particularly interesting because they allow defining “energy” as a bilin-
ear function
E(x) = xTWx, (A.1)
where W is the adjacency matrix of the graph and the binary vector x is
defined on the units. A Boltzmann machine is an example of a neural

































Figure A.2: Examples of underfitting, good fit and overfitting. The his-
togram represents the training data and the red fit is the distribution that
supposedly generated it. This example is purely illustratory; in practice, it
is unlikely to have any training vector represented more than once in the
training set. In addition, it is in general not possible to directly determine
what constitutes a good fit – the quality of a learned model is determined
from its performance on test data.
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(a) Feed-forward ANN. (b) Recurrent ANN.
Figure A.3: Examples of ANN architectures.
network that can be trained using the energy function. For an introduction
to neural networks see [238, 239] or this excellent lecture series by Geoffrey
Hinton [240].
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